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ABSTRACT

EVOLVING EXPERT KNOWLEDGE BASES
APPLICATIONS OF CROWDSOURCING AND SERIOUS GAMING TO
ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT FOR INTELLIGENT TUTORING
SYSTEMS

MAY 2013
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Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Beverly Park Woolf

The state of modern computing technology has presented powerful opportunities to enhance education through the applications of artificial intelligence. These opportunities have led to the emergence of research in Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) [103] in which Artificial Intelligence (AI) is applied within computer programs that guide, scaffold, and instruct students at a competency equal to that of a human teacher [55]. These ITS technologies have been employed in many domains, including those that are well defined like mathematics [6] and those that are ill-defined such as law [2].

This dissertation presents a novel effort to develop ITS technologies that adapt by observing student behavior. In particular, we define an evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB) that structures a domain’s information as a set of nodes and the relationships that
exist between those nodes. The structure of this model is not the particularly novel aspect of this work, but rather the model’s evolving behavior. Past efforts have shown that this model, once created, is useful for providing students with expert feedback as they work within our ITS called Rashi [34, 35, 109]. We present an algorithm that observes groups of students as they work within Rashi, and collects student contributions to form an accurate domain level EEKB. We then present experimentation that simulates more than 15,000 data points of real student interaction and analyzes the quality of the EEKB models that are produced. We discover that EEKB models can be constructed accurately, and with significant efficiency compared to human constructed models of the same form. We are able to make this judgement by comparing our automatically constructed models with similar models that were hand crafted by a small team of domain experts.

We also explore several tertiary effects. We focus on the impact that gaming and game mechanics have on various aspects of this model acquisition process. We discuss explicit game mechanics that were implemented in the source ITS from which our data was collected. Students who are given our system with game mechanics contribute higher amounts of data, while also performing higher quality work. Additionally, we define a novel type of game called a knowledge-refinement game (KRG), which motivates players to contribute to an already constructed EEKB, but for the purpose of refining the model in areas in which confidence is low. Experimental work with the KRG provides strong evidence that: 1) the quality of the original EEKB was indeed strong, as validated by KRG players, and 2) both the quality and breadth of knowledge within the EEKB are increased when players use the KRG.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION WITHIN TUTORS

Intelligent tutoring systems have proven themselves, on numerous occasions, as effective learning tools [6, 111, 112]. However, the development of such systems is often cumbersome, requiring the tedious effort of a few experts. In particular, intelligent tutoring systems require copious amounts of content development [67], a problem that is heightened when a system must provide intelligent feedback or support. In this dissertation, we discuss techniques for providing an intelligent agent that observes student behavior and infers an accurate domain level knowledge base, while also evaluating methods for optimizing the build time efficiency, quality, and breadth of this knowledge base.

This project aims to articulate and provide evidence for three broad claims. Firstly, we aim to show that an amalgamation of student work within a tutor, given enough students, is sufficient for constructing quality domain level knowledge bases and that this process can be done algorithmically. Secondly, we argue that our automatic knowledge acquisition process outperforms competing methods with regard to efficiency. Lastly, we posit that incorporating game mechanics into various aspects of this process increases its efficacy by increasing student engagement within a tutor, encouraging focused student input, and by providing mechanisms for experts to quickly refine created models.

Our approach is to invite students to contribute knowledge by utilizing an intelligent tutor with game-like mechanics. The tutor in question invites students to accept the role of
doctor and diagnose a patient who has become ill. To this end, we utilize the Rashi intelligent tutoring system [33]. We built an algorithm in the Rashi system that automatically estimates expert domain knowledge by analyzing student input to the tutor. In addition, our human domain expert has hand crafted vast knowledge bases for Rashi cases manually. Thus we can provide evidence, from related work [34, 35], that obtaining these domain models is useful. In addition, these human generated models are useful for comparison with our automated ones to judge quality.

Our results show that algorithms for knowledge base generation are effective, but still erroneous in places. We present a new type of game called ‘knowledge-refinement games’ (KRGs), the intention of which is to support experts to refine the knowledge base in places that our algorithm was not confident. The game presents human players with short propositions that have been inferred from student data. The player is invited to view these and simply enter true or false, after which the system automatically adjusts and refines the knowledge base. Game mechanics are incorporated to promote necessary incentives. For example, the game keeps high score totals to motivate players to succeed and to continue playing. In addition, game mechanics were used to incentivize asynchronized players to try to produce similar answers as a way to prevent players from ‘gaming’ the system.

Thus, we present a process for increasing the overall automation, adaptability, and independence of intelligent tutoring systems in ill-defined domains by comparing several disparate but related experiments. We posit that designers of tutoring systems can focus
on producing systems with a minimum set of intelligent features. We then argue that the incorporation of simple game mechanics, as well as our presented (or similar) algorithm can effectively provide the means for a system to learn from contributors (students) and utilize this learned material to provide intelligent feedback and dynamic support to future students.

1.1 An Overview of our Algorithm

Our algorithm automatically constructs an evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB)$^1$. Our EEKB is represented by a set of nodes $N$ and a set of relationships $R = \{r= (n_1, n_2)\}$, where $n_1$ and $n_2$ are members of the set of nodes $N$. Additionally, each node is annotated with domain information. In the medical diagnosis domain, nodes can be annotated as hypothesis/diagnosis conditions (hyperthyroidism, allergy, etc…), or as data/evidence (blood iron level is high). Likewise, relationships between nodes are annotated with a semantic description of the relationship (for example, blood iron level is high SUPPORTS hyperthyroidism).

Within our tutoring system Rashi, students are required to diagnose ill patients by demonstrating that they understand hypotheses and evidence within the medical diagnosis field, as well as the relationships between hypotheses and evidence. Specifically, students use the system to create an argument that, if done well, should reflect a subset of our human crafted expert knowledge base (HEKB).

---

$^1$ For the rest of this document, we use expert knowledge base (EKB) to refer to any generic knowledge model constructed in any way, and evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB) to refer specifically to an EKB created by our automatic algorithm.
Thus, our algorithm analyzes student created nodes, and relationships, and accepts this information for consideration as “true” expert knowledge with a default confidence. As we observe students considering information in multiple instances, the algorithm increases its confidence in particular EEKB entries. Once past a confidence threshold, the data is included as true information within the EEKB.

Of course, students are not experts, and thus our algorithm takes several additional factors into account. These issues include inaccuracy, misconceptions, repetitive information, incomplete information, and contradictory information.

1.2 Judging our Algorithm’s Efficacy?

To judge the quality of our evolving expert knowledge base, we compare it directly to our human created knowledge base (which is preserved for the purpose of performing this comparison). We utilize two distinct but related metrics. The first, called ‘precision’ judges the truth of the generated knowledge with little regard to its breadth. The second, called ‘recall’, is the same as precision but takes into account the breadth of knowledge that is created. This terminology is borrowed from the research area of information retrieval\(^2\) because of the similarities in definition and application.

We define precision as the percentage of entries in the automatically generated graph that also occur in the human graph. Thus, the precision of a generated graph will be 1.0 (100 percent) if the generated graph is any subset of the human generated graph. The formula

\(^2\) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_retrieval
for assessing precision of a generated graph (EEKB) compared to a human created graph (HEKB) is:

\[
\text{Precision (EEKB, HEKB)} = \frac{|EEKB \cap HEKB|}{|EEKB|}
\]

Where EEKB is the automatically generated graph and HEKB is the human generated graph

The cardinality, expressed in the formula above, of any given graph includes both the set of nodes and relationships of the graph in question. This calculation is, of course, predicated on the assumption that an expert created graph is always filled with accurate information.

Recall is the percentage of the human expert’s knowledge base that we have successfully generated. Thus, this is a measurement of how well we have included the breadth of knowledge created by a human expert.

\[
\text{Recall (EEKB, HEKB)} = \frac{|EEKB \cap HEKB|}{|HEKB|}
\]

Where EEKB is the automatically generated graph and HEKB is the human generated graph

1.3 An Overview of our Knowledge-Refinement Game

Because we are analyzing the responses of students (who are not domain experts), our automated knowledge base is somewhat inaccurate. To help refine the knowledge, we created a game to be played by human experts or ‘pseudo-experts’. The game pulls small pieces of knowledge from our generated EEKB, and presents them to the expert as a question with two answer choices. The expert responds, and the EEKB is automatically refined with increased confidence. Some example questions within this game include.
1. Do these two nodes refer to the same piece of knowledge? Expert answers yes or no. If so, combine the nodes.

2. Examine these two nodes and their relationship. Is this relationship correct? Expert answers yes or no.

3. These statements contradict one another, which of them is correct? The expert chooses one of the statements.

More question types are included. Expert players may answer as few or as many questions as they like. In addition, we track the changes in precision and recall for the generated EEKB as this refinement game is being played to analyze its efficacy.

1.4 Proving The Efficacy of our Approach

Lastly, we aim to compare the efficiency of our approach against that of a human expert creating knowledge by hand. The human expert estimated the time spent on our current human generated knowledge base. We compare this to an adjusted measure of time for constructing the automated knowledge. This measure will incorporate the accuracy and correctness of knowledge bases that are created by each method. We then make quantifiable claims about the efficiency of our approach in terms of the breadth and accuracy of knowledge that can be obtained per hour. Our measurement is calculated in the following way.

\[
\text{KnowledgeEfficiency (EEKB)} = \frac{| \text{trueNodesAndRelations (EEKB)} |}{\text{numHours}(\text{EEKB})}
\]

Where \text{trueNodesAndRelations}(\text{EEKB}) is a function returning the number of elements in the EEKB that are considered to be accurate domain information and \text{numHours}(\text{EEKB})
is the number of hours necessary to create the EEKB. Thus, the efficiency of building a knowledge base is simply the size of the true propositions within that knowledge base divided by the time it takes to build it.

**1.5 Summary of this Document**

The remainder of this document will describe, in detail, this dissertation with two overall goals in mind. The first goal is to verify the feasibility of automatically constructing knowledge bases by observing student interactions, and by analyzing usage of a novel knowledge refinement game. The second goal is to provide evidence that such approaches are not only effective, but are bolstered by the application of game design mechanics.

Chapter two describes the related literature in detail. Chapter three describes the design of the relevant systems and algorithms utilized for our studies. We then describe our research design in Chapter 4, along with our results in Chapter 5. Finally, we conclude by discussing the results and future work in Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 2
INTELLIGENT TUTORS, SERIOUS GAMES, AND AUTHORING TOOLS

In this chapter, we review relevant literature from a variety of fields to help inform our research design. We garner and coalesce this information from a variety of independent fields in an attempt to unify some of the disparate philosophies and principles. We begin by discussing pedagogies for ill-defined domains, particularly because we intend to prove our approach within the construct of medical diagnosis, an example ill-defined domain. We then discuss the broader field of intelligent tutoring systems in which software applications and artificial intelligence are applied to instruct students effectively in a range of domains. This helps us calibrate the efficacy with which artificial intelligence is useful within computerized tutors, and improves our understanding of the differences between designing tutors for different domain. We give particular focus to the subfield of serious games, in which ITS technologies are outfitted with game mechanics in an attempt to improve their efficacy. Most of the research in this area focuses on the improvements to student cognition and learning when game mechanics are implemented. We argue that these studied effects can be incorporated to improve the quantity and quality of student contributions to a knowledge acquisition algorithm.

We then acknowledge the active field of authoring tools as relevant to this work. Authoring tools are programs intended to make the construction of intelligent tutoring systems efficient and viable by non-programmers. Advances in this field are relevant in that our approach, although using automatic means, is intended to improve methods for automatically constructing aspects of tutoring systems. Lastly, we discuss the emerging
field of crowdsourcing, in which multiple anonymous contributors provide collected work that is requested. We specifically focus on ‘games with a purpose’ (GWAPS) in which games are developed for such purposes. We observe that crowdsourcing is effective in many applications, but has yet to leverage the work of school students to develop artificial intelligence models.

2.1 Overview: What fields are we talking about here?

The theory informing the work for this dissertation spans four distinct fields, focusing on specific sub-fields in some cases. The relevant literature belongs in the following categories:

1) Pedagogy for Ill-Defined Domains: Ill-defined domains are those in which relevant problems do not contain one set solution or solution path [4]. Because knowledge in these domains is often best modeled as semantic graphs, they are well suited for testing our approach.

2) Intelligent Tutoring Systems / Serious Games: Intelligent Tutoring Systems are computer applications that attempt to teach a subject at or above the competency of a one-on-one human tutor. These systems often involve the application of artificial intelligence algorithms to simulate intelligent reactive behavior [6]. Our review of this field will focus mostly on systems that employ Expert Knowledge Bases [33], and systems that incorporate gaming mechanics [77].

3) Authoring Tools for Intelligent Tutors: This sub-field of intelligent tutoring systems involves the development and use of tools that aid in the
efficient and timely production of computerized tutors. These tools often allow non-programmers to create tutoring systems with relative ease [65].

4) Crowdsourcing (specifically GWAPS): This nascent field involves the accomplishment of any of a variety of tasks via the gathering of data from a large host of users. Many crowdsourcing applications involve the division of labor amongst a plethora of volunteers [5], but other applications involve the gathering of useful information via the actions of game players [39].

We begin by discussing the most relevant literature in the field of ill-defined domains.

2.2 Pedagogy for Ill-defined Spaces

Because this work focuses on knowledge base development in medical diagnosis, it is important to define the characteristics of such ill-defined domains. Ill-defined domains are those in which a single solution or solution path does not exist [3]. For example, the application of the law is ill-defined, because the law can often not be interpreted in a strictly logical manner, but rather requires the subtle interpretation of the intent of written law [2]. Other ill-defined domains include teaching literature, art history, human biology, and forestry. Several researchers [117][3] have identified various attributes of ill-defined domains including but not limited to:

- A lack of widely accepted domain theories.
- The need to reason analogically with cases or examples.
- Large solution spaces that prohibit the enumeration of possible solutions
- A lack of clear criteria for judging solutions.
- Are not considered solved when a single solution is proposed.
Tutors have been created that are intended to instruct students on topics in ill-defined domains. However, the student tutor interaction is often more open-ended and requires a more probabilistic model of the student’s work. For example, Belvedere is a system that allows students to work within generic problem based environments [92] and provides a vast array of knowledge visualizations to assist students in formulating their ideas.

As mentioned earlier, another ill-defined domain of interest is law. Vincent Aleven et al. have created the ‘Hypothesis Formation’ project, to show how visualization of argument graphs helps law students improve their argumentation skills [1]. This is done by providing students a forum within which students can organize their arguments and thus visualize areas of their argument that require further support along with other necessary
additions. The system also includes on-demand feedback and prompting to intelligently support student’s efforts.

Figure 2.2: A screenshot of the SQL-Tutor, which uses a constraint-based model to teach students to use an SQL database.

There are several ways to handle modeling of the knowledge in ill-defined domains. One such approach, coined by Mitrovic et al., is using constraint-based tutors [64] that define a domain via constraints in the domain that must not be violated while solving problems in that domain. Because of this, a tutor will not be able to solve a problem internally, but is able to describe the violated constraints of a faulty solution. Constraint-based tutors do not require executable expert modules. Examples of constraint-based tutors include the SQL-Tutor, Capit (punctuation tutor) [64], and Kermit (Database design tutor) [65].

The research efforts described in this dissertation involve knowledge development in the field of medical diagnosis. This field is considered ill-defined because of uncertain
nature of evidence, and the results that evidence implies. Although medical diagnosis is a scientific domain, the findings that are applied are often updated, and even experts are likely to disagree on complex cases. Thus, we attempt show in this work that the complexity of medical diagnosis (and thus ill-defined domains) can be constructed automatically through a mass quantity of student analyses in a computationally readable format. We, however, do not wish to imply that our approach is limited to ill-defined domains. In fact, we find it likely that our approach is reasonable in many other domains for which intelligent tutors are implemented. We next explore the field of intelligent tutoring systems, with emphasis on how our approach may be applied to or bolstered by the advances in ITS.

2.3 Intelligent Tutoring Systems

The second field we describe is intelligent tutoring systems, or computer programs that attempt to simulate the experience and (more importantly) the efficacy of learning from a human tutor [103]. It is well known that the typical fifteen to one student to teacher ratio is an ineffective strategy for learning [107]. In addition, it is also well documented that a one-to-one teacher student interaction is enormously more effective, leading to statistically significant learning gains [108]. The main obstacle then, is that there exist many more students in need of individual tutoring than human tutors capable of spending extended time with them.

This is where intelligent tutors aim to provide powerful advantages. With a well-designed intelligent tutor, students can work within virtual environments that instruct in many
domains, including Mathematics, Physics, Law, and Human Biology. Many of these tutors employ advanced artificial intelligence techniques to foster realistic interactions [7].

For example, two competitive mathematics tutors include the Carnegie Learning Online Math Tutor, founded by scientists at Carnegie Mellon University [55] and Wayang Outpost, a math tutor developed at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst [6]. These tutors invite students to practice a plethora of math problems. While working within these systems students receive dynamic hints and individualized feedback, and interact with affective pedagogical agents.

2.2.1 Expert Systems

An expert system is a computer program that reasons about a problem in much the same way, and with about the same performance, as do specialists. Knowledge-based expert systems, or simply expert systems, use human knowledge to solve problems that
normally would require human intelligence. These expert systems represent the expertise knowledge as data or rules within the computer. Knowledge-based systems collect the small fragments of human know-how into a knowledge-base which is used to reason through a problem, using the knowledge that is appropriate. Constraint-based models (CBM), described in the previous section, are an example of expert systems. However, constraint-based tutors model the constraints of knowledge instead of the knowledge itself. CBM’s are useful, but cannot solve problems themselves. In this section, we focus on systems that use a different form of expert system and model knowledge directly, so that intelligent reasoning can be computed algorithmically.

For example, GUIDON [19] is an ITS for learning diagnosis of infectious diseases. The diagnosis is determined by a patient's prior medical history, and utilizes a rule-based expert system called MYCIN. MYCIN contains several hundred rule-based, domain level entries that help support student efforts or produce expert solutions. A rule-based expert knowledge base contains entries of a specific form, notably condition action pairs that lead to a consequence. For example, one rule might be that if a patient is losing weight and a blood test shows a low iron count, then the patient has a thyroid problem.

Another popular form of expert model, a model based on the fundamental knowledge of a domain, is one built with probabilistic approaches. These models are generally computational graphs whose nodes and edges are accepted as true with an annotated probability. In intelligent tutoring, these models are often used to predict the level of knowledge that the student has learned. For example, ‘Andes’ is a tutoring system that
teaches physics through sets of practice problems [113]. The system contains powerful visualizations, a workspace that is highly interactive, and a feedback system.

Andes contains a type of probabilistic model called a Bayesian Net. A student’s potential action paths for a given topic are modeled out ahead of time. As a student works within the system, the probabilities that a student knows a topic are dynamically updated from evidence provided. Additionally, probabilities are propagated through edges because having knowledge of a particular node is evidence that nearby nodes have been learned as well. Probabilistic models are a strong way to dynamically alter a model of a student’s understanding. However, it is important that the model be complete and accurate, which involves measuring the accuracy of the probabilities model in predicting human learning. Models such as those found in Andes are of the form that we wish to construct automatically, to alleviate the need for domain experts to construct them tediously.
However, in order to construct an expert knowledge base automatically, a system needs a mechanism for observing and evaluating student work within a tutor. Useful research for application in this regard is coined by Valerie Shute, and is called stealth assessment [81]. For example, games that induce ‘flow’ [26] are important for learning, but active assessments within those games WILL cause a disruption in this flow. Thus, stealth assessments are needed that do not disrupt the user from the learning activity. Stealth assessment is about embedding student skills as variables (like health or points) and allowing students to know that by engaging in proper activities, these scores can be raised. In essence, the strategy is to indirectly impact the behavior of a student in a positive way.

Evidence Centered Design (ECD), a model in which student actions inform various pieces of “evidence” regarding their state, [80] and Bayes Nets can be used for stealth assessment. However, the system must elicit behavior that informs assessment. The following models are thus used to create a system for use with ECD:

**Evidence Model:** a model of how learner actions provide evidence of their knowledge (a student model is one example).

**Competency Model:** a model of the knowledge (or competencies) that students are learning.

**Task Model:** a model of tasks that relate to the skills that students are learning.
Evidence Centered Design has been used to assess the value of playing certain games. For example, Shute et al., used ECD to assess the impact on learning the physics puzzle game World of Goo [82]. The researchers observed players attempting to solve puzzles within the game.

![Figure 2.5: An example level in World of Goo. Players must build a bridge, held up by balloons, that neither sinks too low (bridge touches spikes) nor is raised too high (balloons pop on upper spikes).](image)

For example, one player scored better on the analyzed competencies than did another; but failed to solve the problems within the game itself. Conversely, a “weaker” player scored low on the analyzed competencies despite completing the level within the game. Further analysis showed that the stronger player was more exploratory and displayed more meta-cognitive knowledge, e.g. had knowledge of how to learn. Systems may need to have some kind of intelligent feedback model to support student’s ability to use meta-cognitive knowledge. Not surprisingly, just winning the game is not the most important factor for learning in a video game. Although this research was focused on a game, the result can most likely be applied to any learning task, and thus reaching a ‘goal’ is not always sufficient for learning.
Another form of expert systems is recommender systems, or a computational system that predicts the 'rating' or 'preference' that a user would give to an item (such as music, books, or movies) or social element (e.g. people or groups) they had not yet considered. Such systems may provide suggestions for items to be of use to users using a model built from the characteristics of an item (content-based approaches) or the user's social environment (using collaborative filtering approaches)\(^3\). “Item” is the general term used to denote what the system recommends to users. These systems typically create user models based on long-term student action observation while creating expert systems by pooling together the knowledge of many individuals [59]. This is based on the idea that utilizing the knowledge of many individuals is useful, and may be grounds for fostering collaboration. Recommender systems have many commercial applications as well, being utilized by websites such as Netflix, Amazon, and YouTube.

Although recommender systems involve the creation of expert knowledge, it is unclear how much of this knowledge creation is simply the compilation of user opinions. These systems combine user data to gain a picture of what other group members are doing. Thus, recommender systems generally benefit from the fact that user input is always true (e.g. Netflix users will generally know whether they liked a movie or not) and that the knowledge that is being modeled is not truth (but rather reflects the beliefs of users). However, recommender systems are subject to inconsistencies, e.g., when more than one person within a single Netflix account selects movies and the model of the user becomes distorted. Recommender systems are distinctly different from the proposed dissertation

\(^3\) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recommender_system
work because of the nature of the knowledge that is being modeled. Users of intelligent tutors do not always know whether their input is true (they are learning themselves), but the knowledge they are attempting to articulate is factual in nature. Thus, the model that is being learned must approach a level of truth as would be agreed upon by human experts.

Lastly, the Rashi system [33] is an example of a domain-independent tutor that teaches within ill-defined domains and utilizes an expert knowledge. Rashi is the platform for the experimentation conducted in this work. The system is described in more detail in Chapter 3. Rashi is also considered to be a serious game, as discussed in the next section. We believe that the benefit of serious games can increase the quality of student input, or at the very least keep students motivated and interested.

2.2.2 Serious Games

Many researchers have looked into the promise of using video games as educational tools. This new field has been coined “serious games”. It is our goal to prove that serious game play can help provide the evidence necessary to automatically construct support knowledge bases. In this section, we discuss the benefits of serious games, and summarize several systems published recently.

Research shows that the most important categories for engagement in games are fantasy, challenge, and fun [52]. In general, game players do not wish to conquer the same problems in a game that they encounter in everyday life. Games like “World of
“Warcraft” and “Second Life” have become popular in part because they allow players to immerse themselves in a new reality in which their existence is freely defined.

The challenge then for educational game designers is to define frameworks that help designers choose goals for players that optimize fantasy, challenge, and fun while not sacrificing academic focus. “Mathblaster” does this by creating a storyline (though a relatively vague one) [61]. One such storyline is that players traveling through space need to save a friend from an evil alien. “SimCity 2000” on the other hand, invites players to assume the role of a mayor of a futuristic city. Players make executive decisions in an attempt to lead their small city to prosperity [89]. Both of these games succeed in developing entertaining goals for students.

Various developers use varying motivations, theories, and principles when designing serious games, and each game has different advantages that can be analyzed to inform future serious games research. Two categories of serious games dominate the research, coined as exogenous and endogenous games [45]. Exogenous games are those in which game mechanics are disjointed from the game play. ‘Math Blaster’, a math game set in a futuristic space world, is an exogenous game because players are given story elements and visual effects that are interrupted for worksheet like math questions [61]. On the other hand, an endogenous game weaves educational content into the game play so that students can directly learn while exploring or performing other interesting tasks. 'Oregon Trail' is one of the most iconic commercial endogenous games. The game takes the
learner on an adventure across the United States in a covered wagon. Players attempt to keep their companions alive by rationing supplies, and making other decisions.

Dovan Rai is developing a serious game at Worcester Polytechnic Institute called Mily's World. The game teaches math by engaging children in a world inhabited by a nice young girl named Mily. The student solves math problems, and by doing so earns various rewards (e.g. a new puppy for Mily).

Mily's World provides a laid back atmosphere in which students participate without competition or pressure. This is meant to ensure that students focus on the problems while enjoying the storytelling and character elements of the game. Also, by providing such a relaxed atmosphere, students can learn in a setting that is unlike the common classroom, where pressure to succeed is high [75]. Mily's World contains a number of intelligent tutoring features that make it a user-friendly way to work on math problems. The game provides increasingly sophisticated hints, and supports students to work through a curriculum at a reasonable pace.

Additionally, the iSTART tutor teaches reading skills by inviting students to read and self-explain texts [29]. The design is based on self-explanation reading training, which research has shown to help students learn reading comprehension. The tutor uses technology to lead students through a curriculum of reading drills, resulting in learning games. MiBoard is an extension of the iSTART tutor that adds game mechanics [29]. MiBoard offers students a chance to progress through the iSTART curriculum in the form
of a board game. Players are each given a token on a large board, and take turns practicing self-explanation of texts. While one student works on a piece of text, the other players spend their time determining the strategies of the first student. This supports all players to stay involved in the game, and also supports for additional learning by providing peer observation opportunities.

One particularly nice addition to MiBoard is the ability to earn points and purchase rewards. Although many games include the idea of a score, MiBoard attempts to motivate students by allowing them to use their success to purchase advantages in the game. For example, a player might spend half of his earned points in order to freeze another player's piece for one turn. Scoring however is based on each player’s own criticisms of another. This requires that students play in an honorable and sociable way.

So far, we have seen two examples of how to add a few simple game mechanics to an intelligent tutor to create a game. The intelligent tutors above translated nicely into a
game. For some systems however, it is not obvious how to create a game. Next we look at Grockit, a system that attempts to make a game out of standardized testing practice.

Students spend hours studying for standardized tests such as the SAT and the GMAT. Grockit is a website designed to incorporate group study sessions and learning in various subjects for students who want to improve their standardized test scores. The site's core functionality contains tools for studying lessons and practicing exams. The site also contains collaborative features such as chatting to encourage group participation.

The developers at Grockit Inc. have added game mechanics to their system, in an attempt to make the work more fun. The site now includes points, badges, quests, and performance statistics. All of these are simple digital rewards for good work. However, the site does not, like MiBoard above, contain any tangible result for attaining these abstract rewards [10]. This system is a perfect example of an exogenous game, because game mechanics are placed “on top” of another system. The core functionality of the system still works the same way, but motivation is increased through game features.

We now describe a few games that attempt to teach concepts using an immersion principle. These researchers believe that serious games are most effective when they simulate real and interesting scenarios through which students learn via experiences.

Researchers at Harvard University have created Multi-User Virtual Environments (MUVEs) for learning. The most notable project is called River City [115], and involves
students exploring an immersive 3-dimensional town in a collaborative effort to solve problems. Students form hypotheses regarding the causes of various problems in the town (bad water, sweeping illness, etc.) and collaborate and quickly discover that there is no one correct answer for these issues. They must think critically about how to test their competing hypotheses scientifically.

Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University have built a tutor that teaches students to recognize the distinctions in past tense verb forms in French [44]. Instead of adding somewhat arbitrary game mechanics to the tutor, such as points or certificates, the team built a simulation through which a player immerses themselves into the practical applications of the material [44]. In this game, students take on the role of a journalist who needs to edit French documents. The interface becomes an email inbox through which students receive assignments and feedback from their boss. The player then works to obtain promotions and other rewards.

This game is interesting because it chooses not to use many normal game mechanics, and instead uses pure simulation. Although being a French journalist may not be the most glamorous application of learning French, it indeed provides students with a practical application for their work, giving their work purpose. Studies indicate that students reported being more engaged and motivated when playing the game as opposed to the tutor alone. However, students playing the game did not have increased learning over their non-game playing counterparts.
Although we described this game as an immersive simulation, it does not fully mask the tutoring elements, and thus is not the most immersive game studied for this review. The next two games we discuss can be described as more complete simulations. Each of these games places students in a world facing a particular challenge. Material is not explicitly taught in these games. Rather, learning is a byproduct of exploring and engaging in the world, and solving its many problems.

Our first example of a fully immersive serious game is Crystal Island. Students take on the role of a member of a science team who is doing research on a mostly uninhabited island. A disease breaks out on the island, causing severe sickness among the members, and the player must then investigate to uncover the mystery of this deadly illness [77].

![Figure 2.7: Students explore a 3D environment and investigate a breakout in Crystal Island](image)

Crystal Island features a fully 3D interface and environment in which players explore, and collect important information by meeting and conversing with other agents (figure 2.7). Players can collect other information through realistic events such as reading newspapers or examining objects in the environment. Results of studies with Crystal
Island reflect the struggle to find significant learning gains across gameplay groups. However, results have shown that when data is collapsed, science content learning and self-efficacy significantly increased [119].

Crystal Island has also been used as a platform for investigating ways in which games can learn from players. In particular, studies have shown that the application of Markov Logic Networks can lead to an accurate system for automatically detecting player goals [118]. Although this is not the learning of explicit domain level knowledge, it provides evidence of the promise of leveraging game players for machine learning purposes.

Another simulation game is UrbanSim, designed for military personnel who must learn unique leadership skills that are often in great contrast to anything their education has taught them previously (figure 2.8). UrbanSim is a serious game that simulates hostile situations in foreign countries for military leaders [62]. The simulation takes the form of a turn-based game in which the player experiences simulated battles based on stories from real military personnel. Due to the turn based style of play, each decision made by a player can be projected through several different AI components.

An intelligent tutoring system uses various models to judge the decision and provide necessary feedback. Also, another AI component simulates the mental attitudes of various agents within the game, and computes how those agents will react to a given situation. In this way, a player must learn how to judge the reactions of those agents. For example, a player might have to adjust to cultural differences when dealing with foreign
agents. Since the behavioral engine can model these interactions, the player is able to learn from experience.

In addition to this, player actions are pushed through a story engine. This engine helps drive the story in accordance with the player’s actions in a way that maintains continuity. The story events are mainly derived from actual events recounted by military personnel, and are important for the complete game experience.

UrbanSim is an example of a game that uses artificial intelligence techniques to model realistic situations. As a result, players can be immersed in a realistic simulation of a complex environment, and learn important techniques through interactions with simulated agents. Using artificial intelligence to increase the simulation fidelity of games seems to be an opportunity for games to make large increases in student motivation and learning.

Other tutors also attempt to tackle the problem of increasing cultural awareness, namely the Virtual Cultural Awareness Tutor (VCAT) and a serious game called Tactical Dari
Tactical Dari provides players the opportunities to practice cultural skills in an immersive simulation. Players must make choices within the context of a given scenario, and face consequences dependent on how culturally competent those choices appear to be.

Another prevalent serious game is called Immune Attack [51]. In the game, students run around a virtual body as a molecule sized creature and learn about how the immune system helps keep our bodies safe. The game’s most attractive feature is the 3-dimensional exploration of the inside of a patient’s body. Students learn about human anatomy, and the molecular detection of diseases and how they can be combated. Immune Attack contains uninterrupted game play, and has a helpful resource called MyLA that allows students to ask questions, view interactive images, etc. to help them solve problems.

The literature often brings up the issue of how to integrate assessment of knowledge when using serious games. Many argue that it is easy to track student actions within a game and derive assessment results from their usage of the system. This is clearly not a great technological challenge, but it may have detrimental effects, specifically that by integrating explicit (versus stealth) assessment with games, the motivation increase that may have resulted from using a game in the first place is inherently lost. Either way, it is important that future research specifically address this issue, so that a set of standardized assessment methods can be established.
Brian Nelson describes one problem in learning assessment to be the heavy usage of specific questions to determine student understanding. Modern assessments focus too much on the memorization of knowledge, instead of the full understanding of issues related to that knowledge [69]. Nelson suggests that games should incorporate assessment by including, for example, quests which can only be completed by understanding a concept. In this way, students demonstrate their understanding of a topic while experiencing possible applications of concepts. This, of course, may become an extreme implementation burden for some concepts.

There exist empirical reports to consider with regard to the use of games and simulations in education, and their effectiveness. One article [76] reviewed 28 studies of serious games. The overall finding was that students did not necessarily learn more when using games and simulations over traditional classrooms, but evidence that learning increases does exist. The survey also reports that additional improvements in fine motor skills, and attitudinal changes do seem possible via games. In spite of this though, evidence also exists that not all game features lead to noticeable student improvements.

Other serious game benefits are being discovered. For example, one study, based on the ARCS model (Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction), correlated motivation, brain activity and skin conductance with serious game play [30]. Researchers used a game called Food Force with 33 individuals (11 females), who played for 45 minutes and answered a questionnaire. All students showed significant knowledge improvement, along with a significant increase in attention and confidence.
2.3 Authoring Tools

The third field we describe is authoring tools, or various approaches for the creation of intelligent tutoring systems by non-programmers. We briefly discuss manual authoring tools, which provide non-programmers with effective tools for designing tutoring systems (or sub-components of tutoring systems). Our approach is dramatically different from that used by researchers who employ traditional authoring tools, and so our focus in this section is on the relatively few attempts to automatically construct tutors computationally.

2.3.1 Tools for the Manual Creation of Tutors

Although authoring tools that provide services for the manual creation of tutors is not our focus, we must note the extensive work in providing tools that assist non-programmers in constructed intelligent tutoring systems. Most relevant to our work are tools that assist with the creation of expert knowledge. One such system is ‘Demonstr8’ [14]. Demonstr8 is a prototype tool that explores authoring domain content by having experts provide examples. The system then attempts to generalize these examples into rules that can be applied to a variety of cases. Other tools for authoring domain content include D3 Trainer and Training Express [66].

Many other authoring tools exist that support the creation of simulations (DiAG, RIDES, MITT-Writer, ICAT, SimQuest), curriculum sequencing and planning (DOCENT, IDE,
Expert CML), and intelligent systems (CALET, GETMAS, Interbook). More detail on the specifics of these manual authoring tools can be found in [67].

Additionally, authoring tools have also emerged that allow non-programmers to quickly develop serious games. The most notable of these systems is called Thinking Worlds [94]. Thinking Worlds is an authoring tool designed for users who wish to quickly build and distribute 3-dimensional simulations and games. In addition, Thinking Worlds contains features that are specifically useful for educational applications. Games created with Thinking Worlds include a band management game [94] and a Human Sensitivity Game [94]. The obvious drawback to any authoring tool, but especially to ones like these that utilize 3D graphics, is the limitation in flexibility that can be obtained by a non-programmer. Of course, Thinking Worlds provides the functionality necessary to extend the provided functionality, but doing so requires programming experience that negates the original intent of the authoring tool.

2.3.2 Tools for the Automatic Creation of Tutors

Some authoring tools contain features for the automatic creation for portions of intelligent tutors. There are very few systems, however, that claim to create entire tutors from scratch (except CTAT and ASPIRE, see below). However, as previously stated, portions of tutors can sometimes be automatically generated. In this section, we outline some more prevalent authoring tools with specific mention of automatic generation features.
ASPIRE is an authoring tool for constraint based tutors [65][124][125]. ASPIRE takes authors through several steps of development, including ontology building, modeling problems and solutions, building an interface, etc. One key thing to note is that ASPIRE contains algorithms that attempt to automatically generate constraints (both syntax and semantic constraints) from the given ontology. This system still requires large amounts of expert time for developing the ontology, in addition to numerous problem examples and solutions.

Another approach is to model the student teacher paradigm. Disciple [93] is a system for an expert to use to train an intelligent agent, under the master and apprentice paradigm. The authors claim that knowledge engineering time is greatly reduced by utilizing Disciple, but most of the work is still done by the domain expert. Disciple requires experts and knowledge engineers to create an ontology of historical concepts, etc. and then to provide examples of rules for generating questions. Machine learning algorithms use these examples to train an intelligent agent. Disciple creates generalized and specific rules based on examples, and attempts to learn rule generation. Generated rules can be presented to an expert, who can either reject or accept the rule as being legitimate. Authors use experimentation to show that after the agent is developed, its rule generation is extremely accurate (>95%).

This is similar to the proposed work, but different in a few important ways. Most notably, the authors do not comment on the time commitment for full development of the ontology, plus the training of the intelligent agent. It seems that knowledge engineers
still maintain a large role in development of knowledge, and that experts may require substantial modeling knowledge in order to correctly train the agent. Our approach, rather, is to utilize the work of students for the creation and adaptation of a tutor.

The CTAT authoring tool also contains automatic features for using rule-based systems to emulate the cognitive processes of problem solving [32][122][123]. Essentially, this is an effort to defer the need to write production rules, and instead provide example student behavior from which rules might be inferred.

In general, authoring tools are very much geared towards well-defined domains, such as Math and Physics. The CTAT authoring tool allows authors to carefully define a domain by providing examples of correct solutions and student errors. The authors claim a decreased development ratio of 25 hours of development time for 1 hour of student tutoring, down from the previous 200:1 ratio.
Additional research presents the idea of expert knowledge bases and describes efforts in deciding whether or not the knowledge is complete [9]. These researchers present a tool in which an expert works on an EKB, and a system helps authors focus their effort on completing crucial parts of the knowledge base. This tool sounds somewhat similar to the knowledge refinement tool presented in our work. However, such research has limitations. It takes a long time for an expert to build the entire knowledge base from scratch, and thus our approach of having students create knowledge may be more efficient. Utilizing a similar approach for recognizing incomplete sections of the knowledge may be applicable to our research.

### 2.4 Crowdsourcing

The fourth and final field we describe is crowdsourcing, in which the “crowd” is utilized for the purpose of breaking up large jobs into smaller manageable chunks, and then accomplished by a plethora of anonymous individuals. This field has garnered much research interest, in part because the jobs/tasks can include anything from annotating or translating text, to solving cutting edge math problems, or verifying language translations. The “crowd” is generally made up of individuals willing to contribute to the needed task, either voluntarily or at a very low pay rate. Our work intends to utilize a similar approach in which students contribute to the development of an expert knowledge base by playing a serious game. Thus, the work in crowdsourcing is of interest to us. We begin by summarizing methods for motivating the crowd, and then summarize a number of specific crowdsourcing projects, and close this section by distinguishing our work from traditional crowdsourcing research.
2.4.1 Motivating the Crowd

One of the more pressing issues in the field of crowdsourcing is motivating individuals to contribute to the task at hand. These systems generally do not require a litmus test for participants, but rather work to find ways to maximize the number of contributors. The three premier approaches for motivating the crowd are as follows:

*No Motivation* – Many crowdsourcing projects do not address the need to motivate the crowd. The task at hand is presented at face value, and participants are asked to contribute.

*Financial* – Financial motivation is probably the most prevalent motivation strategy, in which small financial incentives are offered for every individual contribution. This financial gain, which is often very small, can accumulate to more substantial numbers as participants increase their contribution. The most notable system utilizing this approach is Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [5].

*Fun* – A more recent emergent strategy is to make the tasks fun. This involves masking the task as a game or other form of entertainment. This includes Google’s Image Labeler [42] which we discuss later in this section.

With these in mind, we now turn our attention to some practical examples of crowdsourcing projects.
2.4.2 Examples of Crowdsourcing

We begin by discussing Mechanical Turk [5], an Amazon project that allows users to collect data from multiple people in the form of small tasks in succession. Mechanical Turk offers great flexibility in the nature of the task that is requested, but it is often necessary for programmers to set up such tasks. Additionally, task creators can choose to force contributors to prove their qualifications if desired.

One particular experiment of crowdsourcing focused on collecting user feedback on the quality of Wikipedia articles [53]. This is an example of what is called a “micro-task markets”. The researchers found that immediately verifiable tasks are much more useful than vague questions (How many images were in the article? vs. Were there enough images in the article?). They also note that it is important to make doing the task correctly as easy and painless as possible to deter users from maliciously “gaming” (a term that describes users who try not to learn, or accomplish a task in the way intended, but rather try to gain an advantage by leveraging some aspect of the task design).

We propose that one design that could greatly increase honesty in answers is having a game that challenges players to (potentially unknowingly) contribute information to some cause. Mechanical Turk pays users to contribute information in a survey like way. But a game, integrated with an intelligent tutor, can challenge students to create knowledge in a way that does not feel like work. This altered incentive could lead to increased honesty.
Crowdsourcing for annotation purposes are primarily used with the three motivators as described above. Some research has focused on crowdsourcing and how applications can utilize it [102]. However, our approach is unique in that we are utilizing a group’s effort that requires little extra motivation. School students required to use a tutoring system will do so, and the quality of the tutor may increase the quality of the results, but the participation will be available regardless.

Another example is PlateMate, a crowdsourcing system that attempts to utilize Mechanical Turk workers to identify the nutrition facts of various meals [70]. Users can take a picture of their food, and upload the photo. The task is split into multiple micro-tasks, including the tagging, identification, and nutrition calculation of foods.

The researchers found that their system was able to approach the accuracy of expert dieticians, but in a more scalable way. However, they had to deal with issues such as “Lazy Turkers”, who don’t put enough effort into their respective tasks, and ambiguous photos (fat free latte vs. coffee with cream).

Another interesting piece of work involves a virtual helpdesk for a university course [43]. This software utilizes student models (created through university students’ use) to understand the knowledge level of individual users (backed by a two-level expert knowledge base). This information is updated using a variety of direct and indirect sources of evidence (tests, relations of knowledge, etc…). When students need help, the system looks for resources to help them. The resources include other students, and thus
the system tries to match students who need help with others who are able to provide it. The system is very generalized and can be used for any domain.

The researchers have also migrated their system to a multi agent system (MAS) architecture in which each student has their own ‘Agent’ [100]. In addition there are many universal agents. These agents communicate with one another (negotiate) to determine how interactions and potential help can be provided. These agents attempt to maximize the gain for their student.

I believe that this work is strong in that it views peers as potential resources for knowledge. It seems to be dependent, however, on having a relatively large and active community. In particular, this is a crowdsourcing approach in which the “crowd” is not necessarily cognizant of the fact that they are contributing to the task.

2.4.3 Games with a Purpose (GWAPS)

GWAPs are games that produce, as a side effect of human game play, helpful computational tasks (e.g., train an AI algorithm) [99]. For example, the Input-Output ESP game gives two players an identical image. Anonymously, they are both invited to create a description of the image and earn more points if their descriptions are similar. In this way, the description is guaranteed to accurately describe the photo, thus training image AI algorithms.
Figure 2.10: In the ESP game, each player describes the image shown (left) in an attempt to match an anonymous partner’s description.

A very similar game to this one is Google’s Image Labeler, which invites players to label various images, in an effort to improve image search results.

These games incorporate clever designs that support users to be as accurate as possible. In particular, “teammates” within the image labeling game are anonymous, and thus have no connections to one another except for the image. Thus, because the goal of the game is to input the same answer as your partner, it can be safely assumed that accurate input matches are those that occur because both parties describe the photo. The only notable way to circumvent this strategy is prior collusion. However, if the partner anonymity is implemented carefully, this should be impossible.
Variations on this game design have appeared that take advantage these same strategies. In particular, other games that have arisen are as follows:

**Inversion-problem games:** one player receives input and describes it. Then, other player must use the description and attempt to guess the original input. This type of game can be effective for getting people to provide accurate descriptions of images or to translate sentences.

**Input agreement games:** both players obtain (possibly different) input and describe them individually. Then, the players are able to view each other’s descriptions, and must agree whether or not they were originally given the same input.

Other game mechanics (levels, points, etc.) are included to increase player motivation. This can sometimes be a tricky design decision, as the goal is to motivate players to work quickly and efficiently. Timers are often used to increase the game’s sense of urgency.

There are many other examples of game and task variations in which players “unknowingly” contribute to complex computational tasks. Tag a tune [39] is a game in which anonymous players listen to a song and describe it. They then view each other’s descriptions and must determine if they are listening to the same song.

Squigl [39] is an interesting game that supports computer vision applications. An image appears on the players screen along with a single word. The player is asked to use his or her mouse to trace the part of the image that is being described. For example, if the word is cat, then the players must find the cat in the image and trace around the cat exactly.
Most of these games focus on the need for machine learning applications to use copious databases of correctly annotated data for training. Players of these games are essentially providing the training sets for such algorithms. Other applications are possible however. Phrase Detectives [17] is a game that challenges language and literature lovers to describe semantic relationships between pairs of English words. The goal is to have players create a semantic web of linguistic information, usable by computational linguistic algorithms. This project shows the promise of not just labeling data, but establishing semantic relationships between data as well.

Another game that supports semantic relationships is “Flip It” [39]. In this game, players are given a set of face down cards. Players take turns flipping pairs in an attempt to find matches. The caveat is that exact matches don’t exist. Players are instead challenged to
find matches with similar qualities. This serves to train algorithms that must establish subjective similarities in the features of images.

Games with a purpose can be created to benefit other disciplines other than Artificial Intelligence. For example, Foldit [21] is an online puzzle game about protein folding. Players are presented with a structure, and must fold it to match given proteins. Researchers closely analyze the best scores in an effort to determine whether or not there is a native structural configuration that can be applied to the relevant proteins [21] in the "real world". Players are thus contributing to the scientist’s ability to create solutions to "real-world" problems.

Similar games have also emerged that attempt to build deep ontologies by analyzing player performance. For example, OntoPronto [84] is a quiz game for vocabulary building. In OntoPronto, two users read a random Wikipedia article and are rewarded points and may proceed if they can agree on the ontological placement of the article’s concepts. If not, they receive another random article. Simply counting the majority opinion among players validates the evolving ontology.

Other games with this similar purpose exist, including Virtual Pet Game [105], which challenges students to contribute to common knowledge ontologies by simulating the care of a virtual pet. Interactions with the pet are actually communicated to other players, who provide responses. Other games of this nature include ‘Rapport Game’ [105] and ‘Guess What!? ’ [95].
2.5 Conclusions and Problem Statement

This chapter summarizes current research from a variety of fields. Our goal was to present existing research in a way that makes clear the potential overlaps with our proposed research and how they support one another in ways that lead to interesting possibilities. We began by summarizing pedagogy for ill-defined domains, with specific respect to its relevance to the Rashi system (see Chapter 3) used for the experiments in this dissertation. We then discussed intelligent tutoring systems that utilize advanced artificial intelligence techniques to provide unique individualized support to students learning a new subject. In particular, intelligent tutors have been shown to significantly increase learning (compared to typical classroom approaches). We also note the vast research in the field of serious games. These systems are not necessarily intelligent tutors but attempt to provoke more entertaining, immersive learning experiences by incorporating game mechanics. Studies in this field have been hard pressed to show significant learning gains with games as compared to typical intelligent tutors (the gains are approximately equal); however studies that provide evidence of learning do exist [121]. Additionally, we have seen that many studies show an increase in student immersion, motivation, and interest.

We believe that a well-designed serious game is capable of motivating and encouraging a consistently high level of work from students. For this reason, we believe that intelligent tutors and serious games require methods that take advantage of the plethora of information being submitted by students while using a system. We note, in particular, the
benefit of a tutor that uses an expert knowledge base to reason and provide assistance to students. We detail some of the literature on expert systems in this chapter, and note that the biggest drawback of such systems is the tedious development time, and need for an expert in a particular field.

We thus attempt, in this project, to develop methods to greatly decrease the development time of expert knowledge bases for use within intelligent tutors and serious games. Our approach is to consider a development cycle in which a system without an expert knowledge base is created first. Then, the work of students within this system is coalesced to construct an expert knowledge base automatically. We propose algorithmic methods for observing student behavior within an intelligent tutor and constructing expert knowledge. We hypothesize that this approach is not only feasible, but also efficient. We also propose that a serious game is the ideal venue for obtaining the highest quality work from motivated students.

To this end, we note the work on authoring tools for intelligent tutors, despite the fact that our proposed approach vastly differs. Our approach, instead, adopts ideas from crowdsourcing, in which a plethora of anonymous (possibly non-expert) users are asked to help solve a problem. In particular, we note the work on games with a purpose (GWAPS) in which the crowd is used to annotate large datasets by playing addictive games.
It is our hope that our approach excites designers of intelligent tutors and serious games to leverage the knowledge of their users. In particular, our approach considers the fact that even though the serious game is offering educational services to the player, the player can still offer knowledge-building services back to the game. In this way, a system is constantly learning from its students and is, in turn, becoming more effective at providing dynamic feedback to those students. In addition, it is our hope to provide evidence that this approach vastly decreases the necessary development time of intelligent tutoring systems and serious games.
CHAPTER 3
PROGRAM AND ALGORITHM DESIGN

In this chapter we discuss, in detail, the features and algorithms that were developed in order to investigate our ability to automatically infer expert knowledge from student interactions within an intelligent tutor. In particular, we developed an intelligent tutor with a fun and interactive gaming feel. We then developed algorithms that study users’ behavior within this system, and infer expert knowledge for the system from student answers.

This section begins by describing Rashi, an intelligent inquiry tutoring system that has been developed at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. We then describe some game mechanics that have been developed as additions to the Rashi system.

We next define the knowledge acquisition algorithm in detail. This algorithm accepts student usage data from Rashi as input, and outputs an Evolving Expert Knowledge Base (EEKB), which is also defined in detail in this chapter.

We acknowledge that the algorithm may very well be erroneous. Thus, we also define an independent application called ‘Dr. Doctor’, which is an instance of a knowledge-refinement game (KRG). This game is intended to be used by a small group of experts, and is designed in a straightforward manner to quickly refine the expert knowledge base that is created by the algorithm.

---

4 We use the term Dr. Doctor to refer to our specific instance of a KRG and use the term KRG generally to define a game that is used by domain experts to refine the evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB).
3.1 Rashi: The Intelligent Inquiry Tutoring System

Rashi is an existing well-vetted inquiry learning system that provides tools and environments for students to engage in authentic learning experiences by considering real-world problems [33, 34, 35]. The system provides case descriptions for students to investigate, along with information about how to approach each problem [33]. Rashi is domain independent and applications in several domains have been created and tested. This research focuses primarily on the Human Biology domain.

Various data collection vehicles (interactive images, interview interfaces, video and dynamic maps) provide open-ended spaces for student exploration and to acquaint students with methods commonly used by professionals to access and organize information in their field. In the Human Biology Tutor (the domain used in the current research), students evaluate patients and generate hypotheses about their medical condition. Patients’ complaints form an initial set of data from which students begin the diagnostic process; for example, virtual patients are interviewed about their symptoms (Figure 3.1). Data is made visible by student actions (e.g., asking for chest x-rays, performing a physical examination of the patient, or running lab tests (Figure 3.2)). Students move opportunistically from one inquiry phase to another as they sort, filter, and categorize data in order to form hypotheses about the patient’s illness [104].
Figures 3.1-3.2: Students interact with Rashi through several interfaces, e.g., they might collect data by interviewing the patient (left) or running various lab tests (right).

The current Rashi system makes use of an expert knowledge base (EKB) for any case in which a student is working. The EKB is a directed acyclic graph that represents pieces of knowledge relevant to the case, as well as the interactions and relationships between this knowledge. Because this EKB is a representation of the knowledge relevant to the case on which students are working, it can be used as an engine for providing students with relevant feedback and coaching. Within Rashi, students have access to a coach. The tutor judges student actions, and compares their actions against the expert knowledge base to determine the location within the expert knowledge where students are currently working. The coach then finds relevant information in the nearby knowledge space to offer feedback to the student. In addition, the coach compares a student’s actions and arguments against the work of other students in the group to determine when collaborative activity is optimal [35].

The Rashi system uses collaborative capabilities to enable students to view and share work within a group. These tools support students allowing them to view each other’s notebooks (Figure 3.3) and to drag and drop both data and hypotheses from others’
notebooks to their own. This supports a variety of collaborative activities ranging from students working in tightly knit groups, where each student takes on a role and contributes in a specific manner, to students working mostly independently but sharing ideas and thoughts when reaching an impasse. The system also provides a chat facility that enables students to discuss issues with members of their group (Figure 3.4). Several features, including text coloring, filtering, and new message notifications increase the usability and quality of the discussion tool.

Figures 3.3-3.4: Rashi provides a notebook (left) to support students to organize their work and to collaborate with their team members. Students can also collaborate with team members by using our free-text chat room (right).

Students can create a subject for each message, which allows the team to focus on a specific topic (Figure 3.4). Chat messages can be filtered by these topics and students can easily respond to the subject by clicking on it. In addition, Rashi supports users to use a one-click method of automatically setting the subject of a new conversation to the contents of an existing Rashi notebook item. This creates an internal link between the conversation and the notebook item, allowing a confused group member to click on the chat subject and be quickly taken to related work in a group member’s notebook.
Rashi is implemented using Java and is architected as a standard client server model. The server stores all relevant information regarding the cases and sends large XML messages to the client to communicate this knowledge. Student data is stored using a MySQL database.

Past research has investigated the impact of the aforementioned coaching and collaboration features on student learning. Specifically, it was observed that collaboration features lead to an increase in positive student behavior [117]. The same effect was observed without significance for automated coaching, mostly due to the low occurrence of students requesting such help. There was evidence however that once requested, coaching did lead to improved student work [117]. The same study illuminated the importance of a strict pedagogical approach when incorporating intelligent tutors for inquiry learning. When carefully designing a workflow and engaging teachers in that workflow, the observed quality of student work rose dramatically. Thus, there is sufficient evidence that the work described in this dissertation is important, as a developed knowledge base is required to fully support these teaching efforts.

3.2 Adding Game Features to Rashi

Although the conditions necessary to classify an application as a “game” rather than just a “tutoring system” are not clearly defined, we argue that the Rashi Intelligent Tutoring System is in fact a game. Rashi encompasses many game features, including fantasy
playing doctor), open-ended exploration, puzzle, and intrigue. However, there are a number of common game mechanics that Rashi noticeably lacks.

In order to enhance the Rashi system, we implemented an additional patient treatment feature, which supports students to actively monitor a patient’s status. A patient’s health will slowly decrease over time, and students are invited to administer treatments for various conditions and observe how the patient’s health changes as a result of these actions.

3.2.1 The Patient Status Panel

Our first additional Rashi feature is a patient status panel, located within the main Rashi window, that simply provides students with an easy way to monitor, in real time, the condition of the patient (see figure 3.5). This panel consists of three parts:

**Patient Character:** An animated character provides a visual representation of the patient, including a few emotions that are loosely correlated with his or her health. Healthy patients look happy, while worsening patients look ill. Additionally, the administration of treatment is visually animated for students.

**Health Bar:** A health bar displays a quantifiable view of the patient’s health. The bar is color coded to display healthy (green), sick (yellow), or critical (red) conditions. This health bar is dynamically updated depending on the patient’s current condition and any currently applied treatment.
**Treatment:** A panel displays a text representation of the condition for which proper treatment is currently being administered. Thus, once students set the treatment for the patient, they can observe both the treatment and its effects in unison. If no treatment is selected, then the health of the patient slowly decreases, leading to a sense of urgency for the student.

Figure 3.5 shows a prototype of this patient status panel. The panel is conveniently located within the main Rashi window, making the monitoring of a patient convenient for students.

![Patient Status Panel](image)

Figure 3.5: The patient status panel showing a representation of the patient as well as a health bar.

### 3.2.2 The Treatment Button

The treatment button supports students to set a condition for which the patient should be treated. Within the Rashi notebook, students select a hypothesis and then select the condition to be treated. This menu is shown in figure 3.6.
Upon pressing this button, the patient status panel is immediately updated to reflect that the patient is being treated for the condition, and the health of the patient begins to be affected. For this initial prototype, students are not required to input the specific method of treatment (they are, however, encouraged by the system to look up this information). The system assumes that the condition is always treated accurately. Future versions of this feature will allow students to define the specific treatment.

3.2.3 Patient Reactions to Treatment

In an attempt to provide students with “reward”, the treatment they select directly affects the “health” of the patient, reflected by the patient status panel. Rashi analyzes the selected treatment, and infers how the patient might be affected by the application of that treatment.

For example, if the student provides an accurate diagnosis and treatment, the health of the patient will slowly increase over time, reassuring students that their hard work is paying off. Likewise, an inaccurate diagnosis and incorrect treatment may not affect the
patient’s health at all, or worse, may actually cause the patient’s health to deteriorate. However, we hope not to discourage our players, and thus no diagnosis will result in terminating the patient.

Due to the immediate needs of these features, they are currently hard-coded for a single Rashi case. In the future, this diagnostic information will be incorporated into the evolving expert knowledge base.

### 3.3 Algorithm for Knowledge Acquisition

In this section, we define in detail the algorithm for analyzing student behavior within a serious game and inferring student knowledge in turn. We begin by defining an evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB) in detail along with actions that can be performed on an EEKB, providing pre / post conditions for each action. We also include pseudo-code for those actions where relevant.

#### 3.3.1 Defining the EEKB

First, we define a general evolving expert knowledge base in formal nomenclature. An EEKB, in a particular domain D, is defined as a set of nodes and relationships, such that:

\[
EEKB(D) = (N, R) \text{ where:}
\]

- \(N\) is a set of nodes
- \(R\) is a set of relationships
- \(D\) is the target domain (e.g. Biology, Law, etc.)

We now define nodes followed by relationships between nodes.
Node = (desc, type, conf) where:
    desc is a string representation of the description of this node
    type ∈ NodeTypes is the type of node (e.g. evidence, data, etc...)
    0 ≤ conf ≤ 100 is the confidence that Node is true for domain D

Relationship = (n1, n2, type, conf) where:
    n1, n2 ∈ N ∧ n1 ≠ n2
    type ∈ RelTypes is a string defining the relationship from n1 to n2
    0 ≤ conf ≤ 100 is the confidence that 'value' from n1 to n2 is true

NodeTypes and RelTypes are defined as:

NodeTypes(D) = {type | type is a string; a type of node representable in domain D}

RelTypes(D) = {type | type is a string; a possible relationship between nodes in D}

For example, NodeTypes might include such categories as hypotheses (e.g., “Patient has hyperthyroidism”) and data (e.g., “blood pressure is high”). RelTypes might include categories such as ‘supports’ (e.g., “high blood iron count SUPPORTS hyperthyroidism”), ‘strongly supports’, ‘refutes’, and ‘strongly refutes’.

3.3.2 Defining Actions on the EEKB

In this section, we outline the actions available within an EEKB. Our knowledge construction algorithm directly utilizes these actions, which for the most part, are straightforward. We define them here, along with clarifying pseudo-code, pre-conditions, and post-conditions.
**CreateNode** (n, type)

Pre-Condition: ∀ node ∈ N: node.desc ≠ n.desc ∧ type ∈ NodeTypes

*If a node with description ‘n’ does not exist in EEKB*

Create a node with description n, type, default confidence 10%

Add this new node to the EEKB

*Else ignore node creation request*

Post-Condition: N ← [ N ∪ {n, type, 10} ]

**EstablishRelationship** (n1, n2, type)

Pre-Condition: (∀ rel ∈ R: !(rel.n1 = n1 ∧ rel.n2 = n2) ∧ type ∈ RelTypes

*If relationship between ‘n1’ and ‘n2’ does not exist in EEKB*

Create a relationship with n1, n2, type, and 10% confidence

Add this new relationship to the EEKB

*Else ignore creation request*

Post-Condition: R ← [ R ∪ {n1, n2, type, 10} ]

**UpdateConfidence(node, newConf)**

Pre-Condition: node ∈ N ∧ (0 ≤ newConf ≤ 100)

Post-Condition: node.conf ← newConf

**UpdateConfidence(rel, newConf)**

Pre-Condition: rel ∈ R ∧ (0 ≤ newConf ≤ 100)

Post-Condition: rel.conf ← newConf

**CombineNodes(n1, n2)**

Pre-Condition: n1, n2 in N AND n1 ≠ n2

*Let rFrom be all relationships stemming from n2*
Let $r_{To}$ be all relationships going to $n_2$

Remove node $n_2$

For all rel in $r_{From}$

Remove rel

Add new edge $(n_1, rel.n_2, rel.type, rel.conf)$

For all rel in $r_{To}$

Remove rel

Add new edge $(rel.n_1, n_1, rel.type, rel.conf)$

Post-Conditions:

$N \leftarrow N - n_2$

$\text{newEdges} \leftarrow \{(n_1, y, \text{type}, \text{conf}) | (n_2, y, \text{type}, \text{conf}) \in R\}$

$\cup \{(x, n_1, \text{type}, \text{conf}) | (x, n_2, \text{type}, \text{conf}) \in R\}$

$R \leftarrow (R - \{rel \in R | r.n_1 = n_2 \text{ or } r.n_2 = n_2\}) \cup \text{newEdges}$

3.3.3 The Algorithm

We now have the tools necessary to define an algorithm for the automatic construction of an evolving expert knowledge base via student work and observation. We begin by discussing the format with which propositions are taken from Rashi. We then describe and provide pseudo-code for the algorithm that builds an Expert Knowledge Base from a list of these propositions. Lastly, we provide an example use case of how the algorithm deals with a small example dataset.

Rashi propositions come exclusively in XML format, and encode their information with various attribute names. The attributes of importance are:

*Type:* Whether this proposition is a hypothesis or data (both node types), or a relation (edge type).
**ID:** a unique identification number

**shortDescription:** Annotated data describing the contents of the node. This is used for node types only.

**isSupports (edges only):** This provides the annotation for edges in human biology. Does the edge describe a supporting or a refuting relationship?

**From (edges only):** Node that an edge is coming from.

**To (edges only):** Node that an edge is going to.

**Timestamp:** The date and time when this proposition was created.

The algorithm does not require data in this exact format, tailored to the human biology tutor. These specific propositions are handled by an external method that unpacks the XML and determines the most relevant information. The relevant data is then passed into the main algorithm function for nodes or edges (whichever is appropriate), generalized for any domain:

The algorithm contains two handler methods, one that deals with analyzing an incoming node proposition and another that analyzes the same for edge propositions. These methods accept generic data in order to keep the algorithm generalizable, domain independent, and re-usable.

HandleNodeEvidence(nodeData:String)

HandleRelationshipEvidence(fromNodeId:int, toNodeId:int, relData:String)
These methods work in a very similar fashion, the pseudo-code for which is presented below. The currently generated EEKB is searched using a simple text search engine [106]. Although this could cause problems (for example, if two students spell the same condition differently), any issues will be theoretically cleaned up by the knowledge refinement game (described in section 3.4).

![Pseudo-code for incorporating additional evidence into EEKB]

**Figure 3.7: Pseudo-code for incorporating additional evidence into EEKB**

### 3.3.4 Example Algorithm Use-Case

In this section, we briefly provide an example use-case of how the algorithm reacts to a small sample of student data. Figure 3.8 shows how the algorithm will react to one student’s set of input data. On the left, is the student’s data, starting with the hypothesis created and data collected. The bottom half of the data represents relationships, which are defined by the from-node’s id number, the to-node’s id number, and some text representing the nature of the found relationship. Given just a single student, the algorithm simply constructs the student’s argument and there is little chance of any conflicts.
The first student’s argument (figure 3.8 left) is constructed accurately in the knowledge base (figure 3.8 right). However, all confidences (not shown in the figure) default to ten percent after the first student’s activities are recorded, meaning that we need other students to verify these assertions before they are accepted as truth. Figure 3.9 below shows how this EEKB will evolve after incorporating a second student’s Rashi data. Most notably, some hypotheses are repeated and thus the confidence of these hypotheses is increased (e.g., for hyperthyroidism). Additionally, some of the relationships are also recognized as being repeated, and their confidence is increased.

Figure 3.8: Expected knowledge base (right) after algorithmic analysis of one student’s data (left)

Figure 3.9: Expected knowledge base (right) after algorithmic analysis of a second student’s data (left).

This analysis is in addition to that presented in figure 3.8.
Most notably, some hypotheses are repeated and thus the confidence of these hypotheses is increased (e.g. hyperthyroidism). Additionally, some of the relationships are also recognized as being repeated, and the confidence is increased.

Although this example fails to show any strong examples of conflict arising between student data, it makes the clear the potential for such anomalies. For example, two students may very well establish the same relationship with different values (e.g. one student says that a piece of data supports a hypothesis while another claims it refutes that hypothesis). Additionally, incorrect spelling would cause the EEKB to contain two separate nodes where only one is necessary. However, this would not be an issue that is irresolvable, as described earlier in this chapter.

Although this example fails to highlight any clear examples of student data that is conflicting, it does highlight a feature of Rashi data that is observable anecdotally; that student data tends to agree more often than it conflicts. This observation makes an approach like the one described in this document more promising.

3.4 Dr. Doctor: A Knowledge Refinement Game

In this section, we present a design for the knowledge refinement game we call “Dr. Doctor”. We begin by describing the user experience, showing the game’s interface, and describing how players interact with the application. We then continue to describe the infrastructure of the application, along with some details of its inner workings. The KRG
is designed for use by subject matter experts (SMEs) or near experts. By near experts, we mean students who are not less educated than an upper class college student.

3.4.1 Logging in and Playing

Experts (or near experts) are invited to play the game in order to improve the quality of the knowledge base. The expert opens up the knowledge refinement game simply by accessing the game’s web page. The experts are presented with a login screen where they either login or register (see figure 3.10). Once the game is loaded, the application searches the existing knowledge base for areas that have low confidence level or need to be refined. Once a suitable section of the knowledge base is found, the information is presented to the expert in the form of a yes/no or true/false question.

To this end, the knowledge refinement game’s design has two major non-trivial tasks to perform. The first is question generation, in which a suitable area of improvement within the EEKB is identified and represented as a simple question for a user. The second important task is to update the EEKB. In this phase, an expert’s final input must be considered and the knowledge model updated to accurately reflect the truth in the domain.

We present more detail on these phases later in this section, for now, we simply assume those two tasks are handled well, and describe how users interact with the game.
The expert reviews the information and answers appropriately. Once an answer is ascertained, the application automatically uses the response to update the knowledge base appropriately with increased confidence. This process is repeated for as long as the expert continues to play the game (see figure 3.11).

The game keeps track of a few statistics and displays these in the upper left corner of the screen (figure 3.11). Statistics include the player’s contributions to the knowledge base during the current session, the player’s total contributions to that knowledge base over all sessions, and the percent confidence of the entire evolving expert knowledge base.
In addition, the player is given a score and a level depending on the amount and quality of their contributions. These variables are described in more detail below in section 3.4.4.

3.4.2 Accessing Propositions from the EEKB

The game’s first task is to analyze the currently crafted EEKB and search for suitable areas of improvement. The game does this in a series of phases. Phases 1 and 2 are attempts to verify the content currently in the EEKB. After this is completed, the game enters Phase 3 in which new relationships are created between nodes, and similar nodes are combined to streamline the EEKB. A summary of these phases and the types of questions they create is shown below:
**Phase 1, Verifying Nodes:** Nodes that have a relatively low confidence are retrieved so the expert can confirm whether or not they belong in the EEKB. These questions are of the form “Is this hypothesis valid for this Domain: <Data>?"

**Phase 1, Shortening/Clarifying Nodes:** Some nodes are detected as having verbose or badly formed data. The expert is asked to offer alternative data, and is encouraged to offer a more pithy response than shown in the current data.

**Phase 2, Verifying Relationships:** Once the Nodes are verified, the same is done for the relationships between those nodes. Relationships are presented to the expert and responses are reflected in updated confidence values.

**Phase 2, Clarifying Relationships:** If an expert states that a relationship is incorrect, they are asked to correct the nature of the relationship (if any).

**Phase 3, Establishing New Relationships:** The game identifies pairs of nodes that may be related to one another and asks the expert whether or not this is the case. The expert is also asked to identify the nature of the relationship, if they’ve deemed one exists.

**Phase 3, Combining Similar Nodes:** The game will use String search techniques to estimate whether pairs of nodes reflect the same semantic data. The expert will be presented with such pairs and asked if they are indeed the same topic or idea, and whether they should be combined in the EEKB.

Questions for the experts are generated within each phase at random. However, the potential questions within each phase are enumerated in full before advancing to the following phase.
3.4.3 Reacting to Expert Responses

After asking an expert a particular question and receiving the response, the system must dynamically adjust the knowledge base to reflect this information, on the assumption that an expert response is generally more accurate than that of a student. The game phrases its queries to require mostly yes / no responses, and so the system must only manage the responses from this constrained interaction. In particular, an answer of ‘yes’ is generally simple to manage because this means that the expert is agreeing that the knowledge base entries are correct, while an answer of ‘no’ is generally more problematic. There are a couple question types that require String inputs, but they are only presented after a node or relationship has been verified as accurate. These less common text inputs are used merely to help refine the data and make it more pithy and readable.

Table 3.1 below summarizes the question types, responses, and reactions within the knowledge refinement game. We see that for the most part, expert responses directly affect the probabilistic confidence values of the EEKB data. However, there are certain responses that trigger specific question types to follow, while others simply (and quietly) update the EEKB model directly.

Table 3.1 is a slight oversimplification of the KRG’s actual execution. Most notably, the game does not update the EEKB model given the opinion of only one expert. This is another area in which a simple probabilistic model is used. Player’s responses are stored in the database and are reissued to different experts to confirm the accuracy of the
original response. Because we expect the players to be experts, we consider three responses in agreement sufficient to update the EEKB permanently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Question Type</th>
<th>Expert Answer</th>
<th>KRG Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Node Verify</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Increase Node Confidence, ask followup 'Node Content' question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Decrease Node Confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Replace Node data with TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Relation Clarify</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Increase Rel. Confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Decrease Rel. Confidence, ask followup 'Relation Content' question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Replace Rel. Data with TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Combine Nodes</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Combine Nodes into single Node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Don't ask about these nodes again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Establish Relation</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>Create Relation between nodes, ask followup 'Relation Content' question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Create a &quot;NONE&quot; relation between these nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: A summary of the knowledge refinement game’s question types, potential expert answers, and the responses provided by the KRG to each potential expert answer.

In addition, an agreement among experts is necessary for motivating players to provide accurate information. In the next section, we discuss the game elements woven into ‘Dr. Doctor’, and argue that these game mechanics are essential for promoting accurate feedback from experts.

3.4.4 Game Elements

Dr. Doctor, our example instance of a knowledge refinement game, incorporates some simple game mechanics in order to motivate players, and make the experience more enjoyable. In particular, these mechanics are designed to accomplish two goals: 1)
motivate players to continue contributing for extended periods of time and 2) provide incentive for players to provide accurate information.

**Feedback Statistics:** Dr. Doctor displays dynamically changing statistics regarding each player’s contributions. This includes the number of all time contributions they’ve made to the EEKB, the confidence of the EEKB, and the percent increase for which players themselves are responsible.

**Points:** Players are awarded points for answering questions to reward players for their contributions and motivate them to continue. This feature is coupled with the level and bonus mechanics described below.

**Levels:** Players progress through increasing levels as they garner points. The first level is ‘undergrad’ and the player is given a higher status (e.g., graduate student, professor) at each increasing level.

**Contribution Bonus:** Players are given bonus points for contributing multiple answers in a given session. This attempts to motivate them to continue playing. Players are shown when the next bonus will appear.

**Agreement Bonus:** Users are rewarded with a score bonus when their answers are in agreement with that of other online players.

The most relevant motivating mechanics here are the bonuses, which are specifically tailored to encourage players to continue playing for extended periods of time, while simultaneously rewarding them for carefully answering the questions they are given.

In particular, the agreement bonus is used to help ensure users are not so motivated by the other game mechanics that they purposely game the system or provide erroneous answers.
to continue playing. This is a lesson from the literature on ‘Games with a Purpose’ [39].

We attempt to design ‘Dr. Doctor’ so that the first order optimal strategy (FOO) becomes one in which thoughtful and honest responses are given.

3.4.5 Game Architecture

Dr. Doctor is implemented using a standard client-server model. The client is developed in Flash/Flex 4.1\(^5\) while the server is implemented in Java\(^6\). The communication between the modules is handled by BlazeDS\(^7\), an extension of Tomcat designed specifically for communication between Flex and Java programs. The basic architecture of Dr. Doctor is shown in Figure 3.12.

\[\text{Figure 3.12: An overview of the architecture of a knowledge refinement game; a simple client-server model. However, all methods and data necessary for a KRG are stored server side, while the client application merely offers an interface with which a user can interact.}\]

\(^6\) [http://www.java.com](http://www.java.com)  
\(^7\) [http://sourceforge.net/adobe/blazeds/wiki/Home/](http://sourceforge.net/adobe/blazeds/wiki/Home/)
It is important to note that the EEKB data, along with all methods necessary for implementing any general knowledge refinement game are located in the server module. In this way, this solution is domain-independent, and can be used out-of-the-box for anyone that wishes to quickly implement a KRG for any purpose. It becomes straightforward to implement a custom interface in lieu of the one provided here, should that be desired.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter summarized, in detail, the technologies necessary to prove the feasibility of our approach. We described Rashi, an intelligent inquiry tutor, which is used to garner student data regarding human biology\(^8\). We also described some of Rashi’s unique game mechanics, which we believe increases the usability of student responses.

We then described the algorithm that mines student data, and organizes it into a semantic probabilistic domain model called an evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB). We described how this model is constructed and evolves over time.

Lastly, we defined the notion of knowledge refinement games and showcase a specific example of such a game we call ‘Dr. Doctor’. These games invite experts to refine the EEKB model by representing low confidence areas within the EEKB as simple questions. We described how the EEKB model can be updated and improved based on user responses to such questions.

\(^8\) Human biology was used in the system described here. However, all of the described technologies are domain-independent and can be applied to any ill-defined domain.
In the following chapters, we discuss how these technologies are applied to answer fundamental hypotheses regarding the feasibility of this approach to domain model construction.
CHAPTER 4

HYPOTHESES AND METHODS

As we outlined in the previous chapter, we have built an algorithm for the automatic acquisition of expert knowledge, along with an instance of a knowledge refinement game called Dr. Doctor\(^9\). In this section, we begin by outlining the relevant hypotheses that were tested by observing behavior of the systems described in Chapter 3. We begin by outlining the hypotheses and describe in detail how each hypothesis was tested.

4.1 Hypotheses

In Chapter 3, we discussed the algorithm design for generating an Evolving Expert Knowledge Base (EEKB) by observing student data within Rashi, an intelligent interactive tutor. In Chapter 2, we described past evidence that developing an expert knowledge base for Rashi is useful. We specifically noted the ability to use such models for collaborative chat recognition and dynamic expert coaching.

Because we know that developing an EEKB is useful, we investigate the feasibility of building this model automatically. We separate our hypotheses into two general categories. The first category consists of three sub-hypotheses that generating an accurate EEKB is feasible and relatively accurate. We adapt a few terms, namely \textit{precision} and \textit{recall} from machine learning research\(^10\) due to their similarity to our need and define the terms explicitly in Section 4.3 below.

\(^{9}\) For the remainder of this chapter, we may refer to Dr. Doctor by its title as such, or more generally as a knowledge refinement game.

\(^{10}\) Precision and recall are most notably used when discussing search results, see http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall
The second subset of hypotheses expresses our belief that game-like features can be utilized to improve this general approach. We investigate two forms of game-like mechanics for this purpose. The first form describes utilizing game mechanics within the original Rashi tutor to show that students contribute more quantity and quality data. The second form describes efforts to show that knowledge refinement games are effective ways to improve the precision and recall of the generated knowledge base by engaging experts. We now list the hypotheses for our studies:

4.1.1 Generating an EEKB Automatically is Feasible

The following hypotheses are considered for testing the ability of our algorithms to acquire knowledge.

**Hypothesis 1:** Knowledge acquisition algorithms can obtain greater than 60% precision towards determination of the knowledge in an expert system within an ill-defined domain.

**Hypothesis 2:** Knowledge acquisition algorithm can obtain greater than 50% recall on average towards the identification of knowledge in an expert system within an ill-defined domain.

**Hypothesis 3:** A knowledge base can be built in significantly less time using our knowledge acquisition algorithms as compared with subject matter experts.
4.1.2 The Impact of Gaming Mechanics on These Approaches

The following hypotheses are considered to study the impact of gaming tools and mechanics on improving various aspects of our automated knowledge development.

**Hypothesis 4:** Gaming mechanics in an intelligent tutor (such as the patient treatment panel) lead to a higher quantity and quality of student input.

**Hypothesis 5:** A Knowledge Refinement Game used by domain experts leads to 5-10% increase in precision of the evolving expert knowledge base created by students.

**Hypothesis 6:** A Knowledge Refinement Game used by domain experts leads to 5-10% increase in recall of the evolving expert knowledge base created by students.

**Hypothesis 7:** Less than 5% of acquired student data is considered a mass misconception (for human biology Rashi use) as identified by a Knowledge Refinement Game.

We posit the items above in hopes of providing evidence for an automated approach to knowledge base development. We believe that our automated approach is feasible independently and benefits from the support that targeted gaming mechanics and tools can provide.
In Section 4.2 below, we discuss the variety of data sources available for our purposes. Then, in Section 4.3, we discuss our methods in detail.

**4.2 Data Collection**

The data necessary for proving the aforementioned hypotheses is collected through the Rashi intelligent tutoring system (detailed in Chapter 3) and our knowledge refinement game entitled Dr. Doctor (also detailed in Chapter 3).

Over 3000 students have used Rashi since usage began in 2007. This involves many learning sessions in real classrooms across several schools, age groups, and semesters. All collected Rashi data is from live classroom settings, as opposed to controlled user studies within a lab. Also, not all participating schools provide enough computers for each student to use Rashi alone, and thus the number of registered Rashi accounts is smaller than the actual number of students who have used the system.

For the most part, Rashi users have little to no experience with case-based inquiry learning, the one exception to this rule being the students at Hampshire College. Thus, Rashi presents an opportunity for students to encounter case-based inquiry learning for the first time, and for us to evaluate our hypotheses under conditions in which student contributors are not necessarily expert in either the domain (typically human biology when using Rashi) or inquiry learning in general.
Rashi logs all student data on its server. This includes all created hypotheses (e.g., Patient has Hyperthyroidism), data (e.g., Patient has high blood pressure), and relationships (e.g., high blood pressure has no relation to Hyperthyroidism). We now discuss the various locations that have used Rashi and contributed data that we use for our study. We enumerate these schools to make clear the variety of students and schools that have used Rashi. This variety, we believe, is essential to our study as it strengthens our conclusions should our experiments succeed.

4.2.1 Hampshire College; Intro Biology

Hampshire College\textsuperscript{11} is a small liberal arts school located in Amherst, Massachusetts; it is the flagship school for Rashi usage. Hampshire College is unique in that it employs learning strategies similar to those in Rashi. Notably, students at Hampshire engage in case-based learning throughout the entire curriculum and in almost all domains. Students are not given tests or grades. Thus, students at Hampshire College are generally familiar with the inquiry learning cycle and are, for the most part, proficient in its use.

Thus, our students from Hampshire represent the participants’ most competent in Rashi’s learning style and thus anecdotally provide the most clear and rich data.

4.2.2 CSI Summer Camp; Hampshire College

This summer experience, located at Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts, is an opportunity for younger students to gain experience with investigative learning. Students

\textsuperscript{11} http://www.hampshire.edu
who attend the camp are generally in middle school (12-15 years of age) and generally have very little experience with inquiry learning.

At camp, students are invited to investigate a medical diagnosis case. The most recent case (Counselor) asks students to investigate the disappearance of a camp counselor. The case involved investigating “real” (setup by instructors at a hiking path) crime scenes for clues, along with other tangible evidence collection activities. Students then come to the classroom and continue the investigation within Rashi, while also submitting their findings within the program.

This group of students requires significantly more guidance from an array of teachers and instructors. The instructors are careful, however, not to turn activities into series of questions or tests. Teachers merely guide student inquiry behavior so that it doesn’t get too far off track.

Thus, the CSI Summer Camp students represent a unique demographic for Rashi data collection as students are both younger in age and experience the case multi-modally.

4.2.3 University of Massachusetts; Biology 101

The University of Massachusetts\textsuperscript{12} is a large public research institution located in Amherst, Massachusetts. UMass enrolls more than 27,000 students and so many of its introductory courses are also quite large. Rashi is used as one of the labs for Biology

\textsuperscript{12} http://www.umass.edu
101, which typically has between 300-500 students enrolled. Thus, the lab is conducted across several days and classrooms. Each classroom has its own teaching assistant for supervision, and for the most part students must share computers and Rashi accounts due to the large number of students per class.

The students at UMass are generally less versed in inquiry learning and need more guidance in order to provoke the desired behavior. Specifically, UMass students are often caught in the paradigm of right / wrong answers and thus can struggle to understand the idea that their work is strong if they engage in productive inquiry behavior. This difficulty is mitigated by our developed pedagogy that encourages teachers to provide some tight guidance and exploration of the inquiry learning to these students. This helps them feel more comfortable with the inquiry process by providing some familiar structure while still encouraging exploratory behavior.

Biology 101 at UMass is by far our greatest source of student data, accounting for more than 400 Rashi user accounts per semester.

4.2.4 Tufts University; Biology 101

Tufts University\textsuperscript{13}, a small private university located just outside of Boston, Massachusetts, and represents our first experience providing Rashi to a classroom in a completely remote unsupervised manner. Intro biology instructors contacted us about using Rashi in the classroom. We obliged, but were unable to provide any direct

\textsuperscript{13} http://www.tufts.edu
assistance for several reasons. In particular, Tufts University was too far away for us to make trips to support Rashi use in classroom.

Thus, the data obtained from these students is from users without direct pedagogical intervention or advanced training of any kind. We were only able to provide the teachers with a short descriptive PDF summarizing some recommendations for successful Rashi use. Tufts University accounts for about 25 Rashi user accounts.

4.2.5 Summary of Student Contributions to Rashi

We now summarize student contributions to Rashi across the data collection efforts described above. In particular, we focus on contributions to four of the more highly utilized medical cases. We begin by describing the four cases in question, and then provide a full summary of the schools that utilized the given cases, along with a summary of the amount of data collected for each case.

Our studies focus on data from four Rashi cases. Each case is in the domain of human biology and is formatted as a virtually ill patient who must be diagnosed by the user. The cases are all fully unique in that each patient is defined as having exclusive issues to resolve. However, the cases are similar in that they contain medical diagnosis issues and thus students can follow a similar pedagogical procedure towards solving each. Thus, students explore the case data via Rashi’s data tools (see Chapter 3), and then create and support hypotheses by utilizing Rashi’s data organization tools. The cases are summarized in Table 4.1.
These cases were used across the classrooms described in the previous section. However, the case usage is not mutually exclusive. In fact, most cases end up being used across schools, providing another layer of variability in the provided data. Table 4.2 summarizes the classrooms from the previous section, cross-referenced with the cases used at each school. You will notice that a fifth case (*Counselor*) is shown in Table 4.2, despite the fact that the data from these projects is not used for the studies in this document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Case(s) Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2007</td>
<td>Hampshire College; Introduction to Biology</td>
<td>Rene, Janet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rene, Janet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rene, Janet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 2007</td>
<td>Hampshire College Summer Camp</td>
<td>Rene, Angela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>Counselor, Janet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td>Counselor, Angela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2009</td>
<td>UMass Biology 101</td>
<td>Janet, Freshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Janet, Freshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td>Janet, Angela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2011</td>
<td></td>
<td>Janet, Angelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td>Janet, Angelia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>Tufts University; Biology 101</td>
<td>Janet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: A summary of the Rashi cases used at various institutions
The data of interest from these studies is that data which assists us in building an evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB, see Chapter 3). As described earlier in Chapter 3, students construct arguments describing their hypotheses and evidence regarding the patient’s status. Thus, in order to assist us with evaluation of research hypotheses 1-3 (precision, recall and time to construct our knowledge base) we examine the following data, stored in our database in XML format:

**Student Hypotheses:** Students record in Rashi any hypothesis in consideration for a given patient. These are generally short pithy statements regarding the patient’s health (e.g., Patient has Hyperthyroidism).

**Student Data:** These items consist of observable data in Rashi. Some of these items are collected directly from Rashi tools (e.g., Patient’s recorded blood pressure) and others are purely student created (e.g., Patient seems nervous).

**Student Relationships:** Relationships are semantic connections between any two hypotheses and/or data. Generally these links related observable data to their consistency with one or more hypotheses (e.g., Blood iron levels SUPPORTS Patient has hyperthyroidism).

Thus, the data above, across hundreds of Rashi accounts provides the necessary data to test our knowledge acquisition algorithm over four distinct Rashi cases. In particular, we were able to collect thousands of data points for each case. We find that on average, each individual student creates about 15 unique data points. Table 4.3 summarizes each case, and the total number of data points created in Rashi for each case. Because of the storing
techniques for this data, it was very difficult to separate the data and relationship counts, and thus they are shown in Table 4.3 in sum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Num Hypotheses</th>
<th>Num Data / Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janet</td>
<td>4144</td>
<td>8108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>2424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>5978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshman</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Summary of data point totals for each case. This data is used to automatically construct an evolving expert knowledge base. Data and Relationships were stored in the same database table, and thus are shown in total.

Thus, we have an extensive corpus of student data with which to work, over four unique cases. This provides the perfect platform upon which to study the effects of our knowledge acquisition algorithm. We will discuss in Section 4.3 exactly how this data is used.

The data used for our research hypothesis 4 (game-mechanics lead to higher quality/quantity of student input) is a subset of the data above. In particular, we select two student data sets that are as similar as possible with one distinct difference. This difference is the presence of a new Rashi game feature, particularly the patient status panel and the treatment feature (see Chapter 3 for more details on these features). For this purpose, we select two of our spring semester UMass Biology classes. The spring 2011 class did not have these new Rashi game features, while the spring 2012 class did.
4.2.6 Knowledge Refinement Game Data Collection

Research hypotheses 5-7 address the effectiveness and efficiency of the knowledge refinement game (KRG). In order to investigate these effects we enlisted the help of seven graduate student volunteers at the University of Massachusetts. These graduate students were “near” experts in biology and all have experience teaching Rashi labs to undergraduate students. They worked within the KRG Dr. Doctor with prior knowledge of Rashi and its basic usage, and therefore had knowledge of the context from which the questions in the KRG originated.

These experts were asked to answer approximately 100 questions (plus or minus a few questions was permitted). The participants were given a $10 gift certificate for answering 100 questions, and were offered a “Special Prize” if they achieved the highest score. Recall, from Chapter 3, that Dr. Doctor offers points for answering questions, including bonus points for high numbers of contributions or agreeing with other user’s answers.

Table 4.4 below summarizes the expert contributions and their individual contributions within the knowledge refinement game. In particular, we see that seven experts in total and several experts (three out of seven) answered more than 200 questions instead of the required 100. Additionally, two out of the seven experts did not reach 100 questions. We do know, however, that expert seven was not able to continue past 71 questions because the knowledge refinement game ran out of questions at this point, forcing the expert to cease. Thus, it appears that only one expert (expert 6) did not successfully reach 100 questions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Alias</th>
<th>Number of Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expert 1</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 2</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 3</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 4</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 5</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 6</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert 7</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Users and contributions per user to Dr. Doctor data collection

The data above show that a total of 1467 questions in the KRG were answered, and thus provides a sufficient data set for studying the efficacy of the KRG. Additionally, the game exports an XML data file containing the adjusted EEKB after every 15 answered questions. Thus, these data files provide us with the opportunity to study the knowledge refinement game’s effects over time.

In Chapter 5, we describe the negative results provided by these seven contributors. This led us to carefully consider subtle adjustments in the design of the knowledge refinement game that could alleviate these poor results. In short, our investigation led us to remove specific features of Dr. Doctor and to execute the data collection a second time. During this second iteration, we were able to gather three of the original seven participants to ask them to contribute an additional 100 question responses. The participants contributed 250, 235, and 105 additional contributions respectively.

Lastly, the knowledge refinement game’s database stores a record of every question that is asked along with pertinent data. The information stored is as follows:
4.3 Methods for Evaluating Hypotheses

We now present our methods for utilizing the data described above in an effort to provide support for our hypotheses. We begin by defining some terms and then move on to describe the process for analyzing data.

4.3.1 Definition of Precision and Recall

We evaluated Hypotheses 1-2 by measuring the precision and recall of our automatically generated knowledge base (EEKB). To judge the quality of our EEKB, we compare it directly to our expert created knowledge base created by subject matter experts (which is
preserved for the purpose of performing this comparison). We refer to this human generated expert knowledge base as the HEKB. We utilize two distinct but related metrics. The first, called ‘precision’ judges the truth of the generated knowledge with little regard to its breadth. The second, called ‘recall, is the same as accuracy but takes into account the breadth of knowledge that is created.

We define precision as the information in the automatically generated graph that is true. Thus, the precision of a generated graph will be 100% if the generated graph is any subset of the expert generated graph. The formula for assessing precision of a generated graph EEKB compared to a human created graph (HEKB) is:

\[
\text{Precision (EEKB, HEKB)} = \frac{|EEKB \cap HEKB|}{|EEKB|}
\]

Where EEKB is the automatically generated graph and HEKB is the human generated graph

The cardinality of a graph includes the set of nodes and relationships. This calculation is, of course, predicated on the assumption that an expert created graph is always filled with accurate information.

Recall is the percentage of the human expert’s knowledge base (HEKB) that we have successfully generated. Thus, this is a measurement of how well we have included the breadth of knowledge created by a human expert.

\[
\text{Recall (EEKB, HEKB)} = \frac{|EEKB \cap HEKB|}{|HEKB|}
\]

Where EEKB is the automatically generated graph and HEKB is the human generated graph
4.3.2 Calculating Precision and Recall of an EEKB

In order to calculate the precision and recall of a given EEKB, provided that we have an HEKB with which to compare, depends on our ability to calculate the intersection of these models. This can be done manually, but doing so would require an extensive amount human grading time that, given our available resources, is unreasonable. Thus we instead utilize an automated approach to calculating this intersection. The pseudo-code for this process is presented in Figure 4.1 below:

```
Define intersectionSize:
    For each node ‘n’ and relationship in EEKB
        Search HEKB for exact match to n (String equality)
        If a match is found:
            Increment intersectSize counter
        Else use text search engine to search for pseudo match
        If search engine returns match with score > threshold
            Increment intersectSize counter
    End For
    Return intersectSize counter
End intersectionSize
```

Figure 4.1: Pseudo-code for calculation the intersection size of an EEKB and a related HEKB

Of particular note in Figure 4.1 is the use of a text search engine and a match threshold with which to filter results from said engine. If an exact match is not found (via String equality), then our module needs to be able to identify semantic matches that are not syntactically equivalent (i.e., ‘Hyperthyroidism’ and “Patient has hyperthyroidism’ are the same hypothesis, but are not written the same way). For this purpose we utilize the Lucene search engine\textsuperscript{14}.

\textsuperscript{14} http://lucene.apache.org/core/
Lucene returns items along with a match score. This score is higher if the match is stronger. The issue of course is the occurrence of false positives, in which two nodes that are not semantically equivalent are detected as being so. To mitigate these effects, we determined a minimum match score needed by Lucene to ensure a high level of match accuracy. We hand graded a series of 188 Lucene matches during an execution of our node intersection function to verify that our threshold was wisely chosen. The results, given our eventually chosen threshold value of 3.5 (a number which seems arbitrary to those who have never used Lucene), are given below in Table 4.5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Results that demonstrate the correlation between hand grading student answers and automatic high search results threshold. The high results for correct answers verify the efficacy of an automated calculation of precision and accuracy.

Thus we are able to verify that results of our calculations (see Chapter 5 for results) are generally strong estimations of the actual values. This is because our selected match confidence threshold, when searching with Lucene, is high enough to ensure a 98 percent success rate as compared with human grading. Although there may very well still be a small handful of false positives, these should be extremely minimal and mitigated further by the presence of small sets of false negatives.

Thus, we are able to automate the calculation of the intersection of an EEKB and an HEKB, which in turn allows us to quickly calculate accurate values of the precision and recall for the EEKB.
4.3.3 Precision and Recall Over Time

Instead of simply observing the precision and recall of our generated EEKB after processing all student data, we observe how the generated model changes over time. We start by exporting all student data to a large xml file. This file describes student creation of hypotheses, data, and relationships in true chronological order. Thus, this xml file represents a log of student interactions in Rashi (or rather the particular interactions we are interested in) that can be analyzed and re-simulated.

We then wrote a Java program that parses through this xml and simulates students working in Rashi. These student actions are fed into our EEKB generation algorithm and the generation module (see Chapter 3) constructs the model. We are then able to take snapshots of the state of the EEKB at any time and calculate its precision and recall. We decided to take such a measurement after every 100 student inputs are considered. We also record some simple but potential useful statistics regarding the EEKB. These include its size, number of nodes, number of relationships, and other similar values. At the end of execution, these values are automatically exported to a spreadsheet for data analysis.

This provides the necessary information for analyzing the efficacy of our knowledge acquisition algorithm.
4.3.4 Calculating the Efficiency of EEKB Construction

In order to evaluate hypothesis 3 (an EEKB can be built more rapidly than one implemented by human subject matter experts) we compare efficiencies of various knowledge base construction methods. We first calculate the total number of hours necessary to build such a model. We begin by estimating the HEKB generation time, which can be done easily by asking our subject matter expert and others who worked on the project during that time. Our SME estimated that it takes 600 hours for a team of two partners to create 1000 components. Thus, this represents a total of 1200 human hours per 1000 components.

Estimating the efficiency of EEKB construction is slightly trickier, especially when considering how heavily parallelizable is the process. We began by examining the size and recall of the generated EEKB over time along with the amount of data necessary to produce it. We posit that EEKB recall over time is logarithmic in nature and thus levels off. We examined this curve and determined a reasonable estimate for the amount of student data necessary to obtain a saturated amount of EEKB data.

Once we know the amount of student data necessary to saturate an EEKB, we simply divide that by our observation of the number of hours spent by the students (generally about 1.5-2 hours per student per case). This data was obtained from our database and is summarized in Table 4.6 below:
Utilizing the values in Table 4.6, we were able to calculate the number of student hours within Rashi necessary to create a saturated EEKB. More details on this analysis (and specifically the results from it) can be found in Chapter 5.

### 4.3.5 Analyzing Effects of Rashi Game Features

Our first goal for proving hypothesis 4 (gaming mechanics lead to a higher quantity and quality of student data) is to provide evidence that game mechanics in Rashi lead students to produce more data in Rashi. To study this possibility, we selected two data sets that shared a maximum number of qualities while differing only in the presence of game mechanics. In particular, the mechanics in question are the patient status panel (providing a health/urgency game mechanic) and the treatment functions (which provides diagnosis and a sense of player reward).

The data sets we have that fit these qualities are the Spring 2011 and Spring 2012 UMass Biology 101 classes. These classes were similar on almost every other respect. They were taught by the same teachers, used similar pedagogies, and were used by a similar caliber of student. The only noticeable difference between the two groups is the presence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Data per Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Average student data creation per hour
of game mechanics within Rashi. The 2011 class did not have game mechanics while the 2012 class did.

Our methodology here was straightforward. We aimed to show that the 2012 class produced significantly more Rashi data than did the 2011 class. We study this by simply observing and comparing the produced data from each class. In addition, we aim to show that the quality of work is higher when game mechanics are present. We accomplished this by estimating a grade for each student in the respective experimental groups. This grade must be estimated because of the ill-defined nature of Rashi.

Our estimated grade for students incorporated four features of student arguments that are representative of strong inquiry behavior. These characteristics include breadth of explored hypotheses, depth of exploration into each hypothesis, quality of chosen hypotheses, and quality of established relationships. We chose to exclude data variables because virtually all data collected in Rashi comes from the systems interaction tools, which simply leads to an inflated score for all users. The estimated grades are calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Grade} = \frac{\text{Correct}(H)}{|H|}W_1 + \frac{\text{Correct}(R)}{|R|}W_2 + \frac{|R|}{|H|}W_3 + |H|W_4
\]

Where:
- \( H \) = the set of student hypotheses
- \( R \) = the set of student relations
- \( \text{Correct} \): a function that returns the number of items in the input set that match to the expert knowledge base
- \( W \) = A weight \((0 \leq W \leq 1)\) for each term of the grade

\( W_1 + W_2 + W_3 + W_4 = 1.0 \)
Using this formula we are able to estimate the quality of work for any given student and after generating these grades, we can compare the two experimental groups to determine if there is a difference in work quality within Rashi when game mechanics are added to the system.

4.3.6 Analyzing Effects of Knowledge Refinement Game

In order to provide support hypotheses 5 and 6 (increased precision and recall in the EEKB provided through use of the KRG) we measure the impact on then EEKB. Dr. Doctor produces XML descriptions of the EEKB’s state after every 30 expert contributions as mentioned earlier in Section 4.2.7, This provides the data necessary to observe the game’s effect on our EEKB model over time. We wrote a Java script that imports these XML files in sequence. The script then executes the same methods used for calculating precision and accuracy for each successive EEKB instance.

The script outputs a spreadsheet with this data for each EEKB instance, allowing us to analyze how usage of Dr. Doctor impacts the quality of the knowledge base. This information is sufficient to draw conclusions regarding hypotheses 5 and 6.

4.3.7 Verifying EEKB Quality / Detecting Misconceptions

In order to provide support for hypothesis 7 (the RKG enables detection of student misconceptions) we compare knowledge statements inputted by students that are identified by experts as true. We use the Dr. Doctor database stores records of all
questions asked along with necessary data and the response given by the experts. This provides us with two unique opportunities.

The first is an opportunity to verify, via an orthogonal metric, the quality of the EEKB generated by students. We do this by simply observing the percentage of EEKB items in which our experts agree that the knowledge is accurate. We can then compare these results to our precisions and recall calculations to verify quality.

Additionally, this data provides an opportunity to study student’s misconceptions. It is not unexpected that students may contribute data that is false but generally considered true (i.e., a misconception). We examine the presence of misconceptions by searching the logs for instances in which an EEKB entry had high confidence (i.e., many students agreed it was true) but was rated as false by expert Dr. Doctor players. We posit (via hypothesis 7) that the numeration of these instances is low (less than 5 percent).

4.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have outlined in this section our hypotheses regarding the efficacy of our approach. In particular, we posit that automatic acquisition of domain knowledge is feasible when observing student behavior within Rashi, leading to promising values for both precision and recall. We discussed in detail how we calculated these metrics algorithmically and how our knowledge refinement game provides the data necessary to verify such results.
We also outlined our data collection efforts relevant to the hypotheses in question. In particular, we have garnered data from a vast array of classrooms over several years. These classrooms represent variations in age, level of teacher engagement, level of researcher engagement, and many other factors. Thus, the data incorporated into our generated EEKB originates from a well-randomized pool of contributors.

We then discussed our evaluation procedures. In sum, we simulated several years’ worth of student input on Rashi, feeding data into our knowledge acquisition algorithm and exporting relevant statistics as they evolved over time. We then used the final generated EEKB for our experiment with a knowledge-refinement game called Dr. Doctor. We discussed how Dr. Doctor stores relevant data and how this information is used to study our remaining hypotheses.

In the next chapter we discuss the results of the evaluations described in this chapter.
CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

In this chapter, we summarize the results of the analysis described in Chapter 4 in an attempt to provide evidence for or against our hypotheses. We begin by showing the results of simulating student input through our evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB) generation algorithm. We see that the algorithm produces EEKB models with acceptably high precision. We also observe that the recall of these same EEKB models is relatively low, and provide brief insight as to why this is the case.

We then show our results of EEKB construction efficiency. We find that our algorithm is both more efficient than construction with human experts and is more heavily parallelizable. We then discuss the effects of Rashi game mechanics on student contributions, which we discover lead to significantly more student input as well as higher quality input. We conclude by summarizing our findings of using the knowledge refinement game (KRG) to improve our EEKB. An initial study of the KRG provided limited results, after which system changes were made that resulted in greatly improved results.

5.1 EEKB Generation Results

As discussed in the previous chapter, over 15,000 student data inputs across four unique Rashi cases were fed through our knowledge acquisition algorithm. This section discusses the EEKB models that were produced as a result of this process. We discuss
their sizes and then their quality. We also discuss how our measures of EEKB quality change over time as additional student input was considered.

5.1.1 Raw EEKB Data

After executing our script described in Chapter 4 on the corpus of student data, we obtained four evolving expert knowledge bases (one for each Rashi case). The exported EEKB only includes items (nodes or relations) whose confidence values exceed a set threshold (set at 30 percent confidence). For example, the generated model is stripped of many instances of student input that occurred only once. The sizes of these models is shown in Table 5.1 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>~Student Data Considered</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Relations</th>
<th>Total (Nodes + Relations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Janet</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>76</td>
<td><strong>310</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>166</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rene</td>
<td>9300</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>35</td>
<td><strong>301</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshman</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>15</td>
<td><strong>69</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Sizes of generated EEKB models relative to amount of student input that was considered.

We see that generally, more student input leads to a larger EEKB, which is intuitive and not particularly surprising. We also notice that our set of relations is relatively low compared to our node sizes. Students contributed many potential relationships in our original data set, but there was higher disparity in the relationships provided and thus less student agreement. A relationship needed to reach a confidence of 30 percent to be included in the final EEKB, and thus the disparity described leads to relatively small sets of relationships in our final EEKB.
We then measure precision and recall of each of our four generated EEKB models. These results can be seen in Figure 5.1 below. We also analyze ‘Node Recall’ and ‘Node Precision’. These values are precisely the same as precision and recall (see Chapter 4 for calculation formula), but differ in that they only consider the nodes (and not the relations) within the EEKB. Thus, node recall is the number of nodes in both the EEKB and the HEKB divided by the number of nodes in the HEKB. Likewise, node precision is the number of nodes in both the EEKB and HEKB divided by the number of nodes in the EEKB.

![EEKB Generation Totals](image)

Figure 5.1: Precision and recall of the final EEKB generated models. We see that precision is consistently above 60 percent, while recall is generally between 5-25 percent.

In general, precision is consistently over 60 percent, which we consider high. This means that of the knowledge generated in our EEKB, more than 60 percent of it is accurate, ‘true’ knowledge. Additionally, our best results yield just below 90 percent precision.
We include the values for ‘Node Precision’ as evidence that our nodes alone actually obtain even higher values, yielding greater than 80 percent precision for all four cases.

Our recall values, on the other hand, appear to be very low. For our case with the least amount of data (Freshman), the EEKB only yielded about 5 percent recall. In the best case, we yielded just above 20 percent recall. Although this result may seem like a negative one, prior results actually reveal a different story. We have seen in previous studies that students typically only explore somewhere between 10 and 20 percent of the human crafted knowledge base (HEKB) [109]. Thus, recall values between 10 and 20 percent should not be considered unreasonable because, in fact, the students in our studies are exploring the same knowledge as were studied by students in a previous study (HEKB) [109]. This previous study discovered that students only explore about 10-20 percent of the knowledge base, and that algorithms that use the knowledge base to reason and coach students can do so more effectively by only utilizing a smaller portion of the model.

5.1.2 Precision and Recall Over Time

Our next step was to sample these EEKB models during the generation process. We obtained EEKB samples after every 100 data considerations, calculating the precision and recall of each graph. The results of this analysis (for precision only) are shown below in Figure 5.2. Note that the multiple lines in the chart represent the four Rashi cases for which we used student data. However, some of these lines appear shorter in correlation with the amount of student data that was considered. We see that the Janet Stone case
has the longest plotted line due to the more than 11,000 data points available for that particular case.

![EEKB Precision](image)

**Figure 5.2**: Precision of EEKB models over time. Each plotted point represents a precision sampled after an additional 100 pieces of student data were fed through the knowledge acquisition algorithm.

We see that precision remains above 60 percent for the entire lifetime of all EEKB models that we considered. We also see a high level of variability in precision during the first 1000 data points or so. This variability is sensible because of the nature of the precision calculation. When an EEKB is small, each piece of the model accounts for a higher portion of the given precision score. Thus, we would expect to see high variability in precision for small knowledge bases because each item carries significantly more weight.
We also observe that the precision of our EEKB models tends to level off starting at around 2000 student inputs. This observation only holds for three of the four knowledge bases because one Rashi case (Frustrated Freshman) received less than 2000 input data points from students. On a positive note however, this leveling occurs at around 90 percent precision, which is significantly higher than our expectations.

For most cases, we also see a precision drop off towards the end of the data set. This occurs because students tend to collect all their hypotheses and data before establishing relationships. Thus temporally, precision drops off when student inputs start to heavily favor relationships instead of additionally hypotheses or data. There are several reasons we feel that this drop off occurs. The first is the exponential growth that occurs in the number of potential relationships when adding additional nodes. Our expert’s hand crafted knowledge base (HEKB) does not consider every possible relationship because of this scale, and thus it becomes more likely that student inputs are legitimate while not being represented in the HEKB. There are other potential causes for this precision decrease, which are explored in length in Chapter 6.

We also calculated EEKB recall over time in the same manner as described for precision. The results of this analysis are plotted in Figure 5.3. As was described in Figure 5.2, the cases with greater student data consideration contain longer plotted data.
We see that EEKB recall is monotonically increasing over time. This is expected behavior when considering the calculation for recall, which is not penalized when items in the EEKB are superfluous or inaccurate. Thus, as EEKB models grow over time, recall can only increase or remain steady. We also observe that all four cases follow approximately the same trajectory, and are logarithmic in nature. This is sensible because of the nature of student input. There is a relatively finite amount of information that large groups of students discover and insert into Rashi. Thus, as we collect and incorporate this information into an EEKB over time, the probability of incorporating a unique piece of data from a new student steadily declines.

We also observe here that the two cases with the lowest final recall values (Freshman and Angela) are also the cases that received the least amount of student data. We see that the
recall graphs for these cases follows a similar trajectory to the others while unfortunately stopping short of the more data heavy counterparts.

5.2 Efficiency of EEKB Generation

In this section, we present our results of calculating the efficiency of generating an EEKB automatically. Our methods for doing so are aided by the logarithmic nature of EEKB recall that we presented in the previous section. We begin by defining the notion of EEKB saturation. We consider an EEKB to be saturated when 1000 new student data inputs only yields one percent additional recall to the EEKB. Thus, the recall graph is flat for 1000 student entries.

To discover the points at which our EEKB models are, or in some case were likely to be, saturated, we fit a logarithmic curve to each recall graph. The graphs of the recall of each individual Rashi case, along with their logarithmic fits, are presented in Figure 5.4. To calculate the saturation point for each case, we simply take the derivative of the functions defining the best-fit curves for each graph. We deduce that when the derivative of these functions is equal to 0.001, then the EEKB must be saturated because of the small nature of the fit’s slope.

Thus, we determined the number of data points necessary to saturate an EEKB for each Rashi case considered. Even for those cases with limited available data, we were able to simply extrapolate the fitted curve. We then obtain four values (one for each case) that determine the saturation point for that case. We averaged these values together to obtain
an average estimate of data necessary to saturate a generated EEKB. The saturation values obtained are summarized in Table 5.2. We see that this average saturation point occurs at approximately 4,510 student contributions.

![Figure 5.4: Recall over time for four Rashi cases individually, along with best logarithmic fit curves.](image)

Additionally, in order to calculate the efficiency of EEKB generation, we need an accurate estimate of how much student data is created per hour of student work. We analyzed our Rashi data to determine the average number of hypotheses, data, and relationships that are created by Rashi students for any given hours worth of work. Details on these results are available in Chapter 4, but are included again for reference in Table 5.2 below.
Now that we have garnered the information in Table 5.2 above, the calculation of EEKB efficiency becomes trivial. By simply dividing the data necessary for a saturated EEKB by the amount of work produced by students per hour, we obtain a strong estimate for the number of hours necessary to build a knowledge base, as shown in Table 5.3.

We see that 300 hours of student work is necessary to produce a fully saturated EEKB, while a reasonably saturated one surely requires less time. It is important to note though that there are several variables in play here, namely the number of students, how long their Rashi sessions last, and how many unique classes are available. Table 5.4 below summarizes a simple application of this concept by describing how fewer students are necessary, in theory, when students use Rashi for longer periods of time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session Length (Hours)</th>
<th>Students Needed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>300.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>150.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Calculations of number of students necessary to generate enough data to saturate an EEKB, shown over multiple session lengths with Rashi.
Thus, we conclude that a class of 300 students can generate a fully saturated EEKB over the course of a one-hour session. In other words, we can populate an EEKB in around one hour with 300 students. Of course, it is not necessary that these students use Rashi simultaneously. Any combination of student class size and number of sessions can be utilized, so long as the total number of student work-hours totals 300. This begins to illuminate the potential for a heavily parallelizable solution to generating expert knowledge bases, because a class of 300 students can generate a precise EEKB in merely one hour. However, in order to properly compare human generated approaches with our automated one, we must normalize for both the number of knowledge components generated, and the degree of parallelization utilized. For the HEKB, our subject matter estimated a required time of 60 hours for each of two team members in order to build 100 components within a single Rashi case. Our HEKB models store 1000 components on average, which yields approximately 600 hours of work (as a team) or 1200 total human hours of work for 1000 components. Thus, because our HEKB required 1200 total human hours to produce 1000 components, this represents a build rate of 1.2 hours per component. The EEKB build rate, given 300.67 hours to produce 310 components reveals a build rate of 0.97 hours per component. This EEKB construction time reflects a 20 percent increase in efficiency. Student work is heavily parallelizable, and thus a class of 300 participants working during a single session would create a saturated EEKB in merely one hour of Rashi usage. Table 5.5 provides a more accurate comparison of the approach to building an HEKB versus an EEKB and the efficiencies of building the models both in series and in parallel. We assume a classroom size of 30 students using Rashi in parallel on average.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components Built</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Num Contributors</th>
<th>Hours per Component (non parallel)</th>
<th>Hours per Component (parallel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEKB</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEKB</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>300.67</td>
<td>30</td>
<td><strong>0.970</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**% Decrease:** 18.37 94.56

Table 5.5: A summary of build times necessary for an HEKB and respective EEKB. EEKB models can be built more efficiently using a combination of available students and our knowledge acquisition algorithm.

We observe that our automated approach generates improvements in efficiency when knowledge generation is considered both in series and in parallel. When in series, our algorithm produces knowledge components almost 20 percent faster. However, the automated approach performs best when leveraging the vast quantities of students that are generally available (as opposed to the number of available experts). When assuming an average classroom size of 30 students in parallel, our algorithm generates knowledge 95 percent faster than can expert humans. Additionally, it is important to note students were not asked to perform any tasks outside of their default schedule (i.e. they were going to use Rashi as a learning tool anyway in their classroom). Human experts, on the other hand, are required to contribute a significant amount of additional time outside of their default responsibilities.

### 5.3 Effects of Rashi Game Mechanics

The positive results presented above are partially dependent on students contributing an effective amount of student data during their work sessions in Rashi. Thus, it is clearly in our interest to foster a learning environment that is conducive to maximizing student contributions. In this section, we examine our hypothesis that game mechanics within Rashi can lead to more productive student behavior. In Chapter 3, we described some
simple game mechanics that were added to Rashi. In particular, we added a patient status panel that associated a health bar with each patient. We also implemented a patient treatment feature that allowed students to apply treatments and observe how the patient is affected. For more details on these features, see Chapter 3.

We were able to select two datasets that were as similar as possible except for these game mechanics. The datasets in questions both come from the UMass Biology 101 classrooms in 2011 (no game features) and 2012 (game features). An analysis of the work produced by students in each of these datasets is presented in Table 5.6 below:
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We see that the group that was given the game mechanics contributed significantly more work per student than the control group. Namely, we see a 59.5 percent increase in the raw amount of data contributed by students. We see that the control contributes the same approximate amount of work per student that we had observed in our previous efficiency analysis (~15 contributions per student). In contrast, students who were given Rashi with game mechanics contributed about 26 unique knowledge entries each. A summary of our efficiency analysis, assuming 26 contributions per hour is shown below in Table 5.7:
Thus, it appears that adding game mechanics to Rashi has the potential to decrease the number of student hours necessary to saturate an EEKB by up to 59 percent. This represents a vast improvement in efficiency. Table 5.8 repeats the analysis from Table 5.5 substituting an increased efficiency for EEKB generated that is observed when student are provided with game mechanics in Rashi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Hours per Component (non parallel)</th>
<th>Hours per Component (parallel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEKB</td>
<td>1.188</td>
<td>0.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEKB</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: EEKB saturation efficiency given the increased contributions observed by users who were given Rashi with game mechanics

Table 5.8: A summary of build times necessary for a HEKB and respective EEKB. EEKB models can be built more efficiently using a combination of available students, our knowledge acquisition algorithm, and game mechanics in Rashi.

We observe that in serial, knowledge generation efficiency can be improved by 53 percent. In addition, the efficiency improvement when considering work done in parallel rises to 97 percent.

It is in our interest also to show that this increase in work is not met with a decrease in the quality of that work. To analyze this factor, we calculated a grade for all students in each experimental group. Because inquiry learning is naturally subjective, this grade is an estimation of the quality of work done within Rashi by a particular student. For more
details on how this grade is calculated, see Chapter 4. Table 5.9 summarizes the key statistics related to the grades of our two groups in question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min Valid</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxValid</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P: 1.12E-11*

Table 5.9: A summary of the key statistics related to the grades of students who used Rashi without gaming mechanics (Control) and with gaming mechanics (Experimental).

We see that the group that was provided with game mechanics significantly outperforms the group that did not receive game mechanics.

![Effect of Games on Quality of Work in Rashi](image)

Figure 5.5: Visual representation of the improvement in “grades” for students when game mechanics are introduced into the Rashi system (Experimental Group).

This means that game mechanics may not only increase motivation and engagement, but can also be applied as the mechanism for increasing promising inquiry learning behavior.
This information is presented graphically in Figure 5.5. We see that the minimum and maximum values for each dataset are unchanged, while the quartiles, median, and average are all improved when game mechanics are introduced with Rashi.

5.4 Verifying EEKB Accuracy Using KRG Data

We now present the results of using the knowledge refinement game Dr. Doctor to refine and improve the quality of the EEKB. As summarized in Chapter 4, we invited our experts (graduate teaching assistants) to refine the expert system developed by students for the Angela Williams case. Seven experts contributed 1467 total answers by playing Dr. Doctor over the course of one week. We describe an analysis in which we use the data obtained from this experiment to validate the quality of the original EEKB developed by students.

We do this by analyzing the answers provided by experts to the questions that involved verifying nodes or relationships within the EEKB (See Chapter 4 for details on the KRG question types). If one expert agrees that an EEKB entry is true knowledge, then we consider that entry confirmed. Otherwise we consider the entry denied (and it is subsequently removed if other players agree). We present our findings of this analysis in Table 5.10 by summarizing the degree to which EEKB generated items were deemed accurate. We also include the average confidence values of the respective entries in an attempt to observe differences in the qualities of accepted versus denied entries. Confidence values here are transferred directly from the originally generated EEKB and are based on the number of students who each contributed a single entry to the
knowledge base. For example, if several students contribute “hyperthyroidism”, then its confidence might be 60 percent. In this case, if an expert agrees that ‘hyperthyroidism is a valid hypothesis for students, than the expert has confirmed an entry that already had high confidence. Thus, we hope to see that experts generally agree with high confidence entries and disagree with low confidence ones. This would imply that students are generally contributing accurate knowledge. Table 5.10 confirms that this is, in fact, the case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verified EEKB Items</th>
<th>Confidence of Confirmed Entries</th>
<th>Confidence of Denied Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg:</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>52.856 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median:</td>
<td>38.500 %</td>
<td>16.000 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Results of analyzing KRG expert responses when asked to verify the quality of specific EEKB entries.

We observe that 81 percent of the generated EEKB is confirmed by our KRG participants. This means that of our amalgamated EEKB entries, 81 percent of them were deemed suitable to be included in the knowledge base. This is consistent with our previous findings, and provides a cross-referenced value for precision of the EEKB. Additionally, we see that denied EEKB entries have an average confidence value of 23.238 percent (16 percent median) while confirmed EEKB entries have an average confidence of 52.856 percent (38.50 percent median). Recall that confidence defaults to 10 percent when an entry is added to the EEKB, and increases by 5 percent on each successive repeated addition of the entry by a different student. This provides further evidence of our algorithm’s quality because lower confidence entries tended to be less ‘true’ than higher confidence entries.
This dataset also provides the opportunity to explore the presence of student misconceptions. We analyzed our data for occurrences of EEKB entries that were marked with a larger than 50 percent confidence value by our original algorithm, but were later denied by KRG users. This represents entries for which many students agree, but does not turn out to be accurate. We consider these cases to all be examples of misconceptions. Table 5.11 below summarizes the misconceptions found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Verify Questions Asked</th>
<th>&gt; 50 % Confidence And Denied</th>
<th>Misconception Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11: Summary of misconceptions discovered in EEKB, e.g., hypotheses considered true by students and false by experts.

We see that the misconception rate for our EEKB is low, yielding only five detected misconceptions among 420 relevant opportunities. This yields a misconception rate 1.19 percent.

### 5.5 KRG Analysis Results

The previous section used the results of our knowledge-refinement game (KRG) dataset to validate the quality of the originally generated EEKB. We now present results of how well the KRG usage improved and refined this EEKB. This study was repeated due to poor initial results. Thus, we first present the negative results from the initial study. We briefly describe the system changes that were made in turn and present results from the secondary study. We find that problems with the design of the KRG grossly limited its efficacy and led to apparent losses in EEKB quality in our initial study. Many of these
losses can be traced back to some subtle but fatal design flaws that are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. Our results are greatly improved when errant factors from the study are improved.

Figure 5.6 below show EEKB recall over time as students used the KRG (study 1). We see that for the most part, EEKB recall remains steady while dropping off a couple of percentage points.

![Figure 5.6: Change in EEKB recall as students contribute to the knowledge-refinement game.](image)

It appears that somehow useful data is being removed from our knowledge base when our experts contribute. Figure 5.7 shows how precision changes over time. We see that precision falls even more starkly until the final phase of KRG usage.

We see that, again, somehow our KRG users are removing nodes that are believed to be correct from the EEKB. It’s important to note the increase in precision at the end of
Figure 5.7. This occurred during the combining phase, in which the KRG found similar nodes and asked students if they should be combined. It appears that this technique is the one aspect of Dr. Doctor that led to improved EEKB quality.

![Figure 5.7: Precision over time as users contribute to the KRG](image)

We decided to analyze the data further in order to find potential reasons for this lack of improved EEKB quality. Throughout most of the KRG sessions, experts were asked to submit pithy alternatives to the student generated hypotheses or data. We found that several participants misunderstood this process and instead removed essential information from the node in question. For example, in one case the original student data was:

```
“Do you have any allergies? No”
```
When asked to provide a shorter alternative to this data, one expert replaced the contents with the following:

“No”

This example illuminates the expert’s misunderstanding that the given information had to contain the question and not just the answer to it. Because the data for this node was changed based on the expert’s response, the node would no longer be considered correct by our analysis and would hurt both the recall and precision of our EEKB.

To determine the potential impact of this issue, we examined the KRG log for instances of “broken entries” in which experts accidentally worsened the EEKB. The results of this analysis are shown below in Table 5.12:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EEKB Nodes</th>
<th>EEKB Relations</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Num Broken Entries</th>
<th>Percent Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12: Expert’s contributed bad alternative data that results in a five percent decrease in EEKB precision

Thus, this accounts for a significant percentage of our decrease in precision as shown in Figure 5.7. To validate this and other issues, we removed question types from Dr. Doctor that did not require yes/no responses. This removed the potential for accidental broken entries introduced by experts. Three of the participants agreed to play Dr. Doctor a second time and we requested that the players contribute 100 additional answers. As before, the participant with the highest score received a gift. After one additional week of
the game being available, two of the three participants contributed vastly more than asked, answering 250 and 235 questions respectively. The third participant answered just above the minimum required, logging 105 answered questions.

We then re-ran our analysis for precision and recall of the EEKB based on improvements made by experts, incorporating only data from the revised study. As before, we captured a snapshot of the EEKB after every 15 KRG contributions. We then simply calculated the EEKB precision and recall for each snapshot to analyze the change in quality over time. To stay consistent with all of our analyses from this document, we calculated these statistics for an accepted knowledge base\textsuperscript{15}, which only includes entries that exceed a consistent threshold. Thus, it is possible for the EEKB size to grow as the KRG is utilized. Results for the change in EEKB precision over time given our second group of experimental data are shown in Figure 5.8.

We found that as experts played the revised Dr. Doctor game, the precision of the knowledge rose by four percent. We also re-measured knowledge recall. A display of the change in recall over time can be seen in Figure 5.9.

\textsuperscript{15} By “Accepted Knowledge Base”, we mean an EEKB that only includes entries whose confidence values exceed a given threshold. For our experiments, this threshold was set to 30 percent confidence, which represents at least 5 students being in agreement.
We observed a nine percent increase in knowledge recall as our participants played Dr. Doctor. This occurred because players were able to effectively confirm knowledge entries that had low confidence and were previously excluded from the knowledge base quality calculation.

Figure 5.8: Precision of the generated knowledge base over time as three experts play the revised version of Dr. Doctor

Figure 5.9: Recall over time. KRG play leads to a larger breadth EEKB once experts used the revised KRG that contained only Yes/No answers.
5.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, our data shows very promising results. We see that by utilizing our knowledge base acquisition algorithm, we can obtain knowledge bases with acceptably high precision (greater than 60 percent for all cases considered). We also find that these EEKB models are relatively small due to the limit in breadth explored by typical students who are contributed the information. However, this leads to the result that an EEKB can be fully saturated in merely one hour if 300 students are able to use Rashi in parallel.

We also find evidence that game mechanics play a role in enhancing our approach. We found that game mechanics in Rashi lead students to contribute more information, which helps build the EEKB model more efficiently. In addition, our knowledge refinement game was an effective way to validate the quality of our EEKB and shows that the presence of student misconceptions was trivial.

Our initial usage of the KRG did not lead to improvements in EEKB quality. We suspected that a few simple design flaws led to this result. In particular, when asked to contribute alternative data for specific EEKB nodes, experts often provided junk data by accident, leading to a lower quality EEKB. By simply removing this feature and re-running our experiment, we found that KRG game play lead to a four percent increase in precision along with a nine percent increase in recall.
In the next chapter, we discuss the implication of these results and what can be done for future work to further our goal of building quality knowledge bases automatically.
CHAPTER 6

IMPLICATIONS OF AUTOMATIC EKKB GENERATION

The results presented in chapter 5 illuminate the possibility of developing intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) that adapt and learn by coalescing the input of student users. In fact, most ITS that currently exist employ very few artificial intelligence techniques in practical environments [103]. This does not mean to imply that ITS do not contain intelligent features [7, 34, 62], but rather that most current systems do not learn over multiple student sessions. Our work aims to provide techniques and processes for deploying educational technologies that do more than individualize a tutor to a single student over a short learning session. Rather, our approach is to work towards intelligent tutors that are able to learn from collections of students over multiple classes, semesters, and years in an effort to individualize student experiences by understanding the student experience as a whole.

The results presented in the previous chapter provide evidence that our approach is both viable and efficient. This chapter provides proper contextual interpretation of the experiments and their results described in this document thus far. The widespread use of expert knowledge bases is mostly hindered by their extensive build times. Authoring tools have provided technological methods for building such models more quickly [65] but have not been utilized extensively for building domain level models. Our approach differs in that we attempt to obtain a model by analyzing student tutor usage. This approach is unique because the students are learning from the tutor regardless, and thus to
fully make use of their efforts, it is sensible to try to understand and organize the information that students provide.

This chapter begins by enumerating the hypothesis from chapter 3 and discussing whether the evidence from chapter 4 enables us to affirm or reject each hypothesis. We then make an argument for the deployment of Evolving Expert Knowledge Bases (EEKB). We discuss the advantages of such a model and the efficiency with which it can be created. We also discuss the learning gains that become possible by utilizing such models. The highlight of this chapter is then the presentation of a process for incorporating an EEKB into a generic project. The algorithms discussed in this document were designed to be domain independent and thus can be utilized by a vast array of tutoring technologies. We discuss, in detail, how an EEKB can be incorporated into a generic project and discuss the issues relevant to doing so.

We then discuss some of our peripheral findings that aim to support and enhance this process. In particular, we found that gaming mechanics in Rashi lead to higher quantities of student input. We discuss, specifically, how gaming mechanics and technologies can be utilized to increase the efficiency of EEKB generation and provide a more deep intrinsic learning experience for students. We also explore the results regarding our knowledge refinement game (KRG). In particular, we found little evidence in our initial study that using the KRG led to a more robust EEKB. However, many factors involved in the KRG and its use may have impacted this result. We discuss the lessons learned from this design and deployment process, and how small adaptations to a KRG led to
positive results. Our efforts suggest that the theory of knowledge refinement games remains sound and their practical applications remain promising. Thus we discuss general factors regarding how KRG design can be improved in order to maximize their efficacy.

We also discuss the opportunities for generalizing our approach and applying it to systems in other domains. In particular, systems with characteristics similar to Rashi can incorporate EEKB elements quite easily. Some of these characteristics include, but are not limited to, exploratory features, inquiry learning, and argumentation graphs. Additionally, if the domain in question can be modeled as sets of nodes and the relationships among them, then the incorporation of our approach becomes straightforward. We discuss, later in this chapter, how EEKB approaches can be applied to domains such as law, art history, and geology.

We begin, then, by arguing for the application of Evolving Expert Knowledge Bases across multiple domains.

6.1 Analysis of Results

In this section, we enumerate our hypothesis and reflect on the evidence provided for or against each. In general, we see that our experimentation yielded mostly positive results. The major exception to this is the usage of the knowledge refinement game, which in an initial study produced little effect on the quality of the EEKB, but in a follow-up study produced improvements in EEKB quality. We briefly discuss some of the possible
shortcomings of the KRG in the respected sections below. In addition, we attempt to contextualize these interpretations as much as possible, giving due respect to the need for further experimentation in different domains and practical situations.

6.1.1 Hypothesis 1: EEKB Precision

*Hypothesis 1:* Knowledge acquisition algorithms can obtain greater than 60% precision towards determination of the knowledge in an expert system within an ill-defined domain.

We observed that when only considering the nodes of the EEKB, measured precision was consistently above 80 percent. This of course implies that the concepts that students explored within Rashi were generally well chosen. In addition, the measured precision of the entire EEKB was consistently above 60 percent for all cases considered. Thus, it appears that the provided experimental evidence supports hypothesis one. EEKB relationships seem to be less precise than nodes, bringing down the average precision noticeably. Several potential reasons for this exist. Namely, a large percentage of student relationships contain the default value of “neutral”. Anecdotally, we observe that students mostly intended to express supporting or refuting relationships but forgot to change the value of the relationship within Rashi. This problem can be relieved by scaffolding, and by designing the Rashi software to make the requirement of this step more apparent. In addition, because of the exponential number of potential relationships between nodes, it becomes decreasingly likely that students will establish the same relationships that our human expert defined in the HEKB. We know that our HEKB does
not define all relevant relationships, a minor drawback to the methodology presented in this paper.

Additionally, it is important to note the potential uniqueness of the evaluation results for this particular tutor. All of our test cases were in a specific domain (patient diagnosis) and the cases were largely similar to one another. We did obtain a nicely randomized set of students in terms of age, experience, gender, and background but cannot necessarily claim that our results will transfer smoothly to other domains. Our intuition is that the results in other domains will remain strong, but we acknowledge that domain level factors (nomenclature for example) may impact our algorithms ability to coalesce student knowledge effectively. This motivates a desire to test our approach within Rashi, but for another domain significantly different than medical diagnosis, e.g., forestry or geology.

We must also acknowledge the possible effect of case difficulty on our results. Our four cases are generally the same level of difficulty and thus little randomization on this variable occurred. It is possible that increasingly difficult cases would lead to more erratic and incorrect student behavior. We believe however that this is not the case in practice. We believe that difficult cases would still leave students exploring valid topics of inquiry, even if those topics are misguided. We also posit, generally, that the application of lessons from Intelligent Tutoring System design [103] would alleviate any potential issues considerably.
We discuss future efforts that might dispel these concerns in our future work section below. Despite these potential issues, we intuitively believe that our algorithm is generally effective at producing precise EEKB models, and the evidence we have collected supports this notion. The results of our studies are thus in support of our first hypothesis.

6.1.2 Hypothesis 2: EEKB Recall

Hypothesis 2: Knowledge acquisition algorithm can obtain greater than 50% recall on average towards the identification of knowledge in an expert system within an ill-defined domain.

At first glance, it might appear that our algorithm was unsuccessful in producing an EEKB with acceptably high recall. Our results show less than 20 percent measured recall in all four cases. However, what our results instead reveal about our students is that they tend to exhibit focused inquiry behavior, wavering little from promising avenues of search. Student work in Rashi focuses on a select subset of topics that are relevant and well informed for each particular case. This intuition is supported by previous studies in which student chat detection was done automatically, and it was ascertained that students only discuss 10 to 20 percent of our human knowledge base material [109].

In addition, our initial effort to create a human constructed knowledge base (HEKB) was focused on defining all possible student paths of exploration, and not necessarily the most likely ones. Thus, we seem to have learned from our analysis here that much of our
human generated knowledge base may have been constructed in vain, and the process could have been done with greater efficiency. Of course, it is hard to tell which 20 percent of the domain topics students are most likely to focus on, and this is another compelling argument for using an EEKB over an HEKB. The resulting EEKB model is reflective of domain topics provided by the student body that used the tutor.

Thus, we cannot claim that our hypothesis as stated was supported by our data. However, it appears that the EEKB correctly inferred the fraction of the knowledge with which students are generally engaged. This seems true because the data set analyzed is the same as in previous studies [109]. These studies show how students only explore about 20 percent of our knowledge base on average, and how intelligent coaching can provide more meaningful suggestions by searching this subset of knowledge when generating feedback. It is still likely that a more finely crafted and focused human knowledge base would have yielded a better recall from the EEKB. However, we conclude that the recall of our generated EEKB models is sufficient and useful in a practical setting.

6.1.3 Hypothesis 3: Efficiency of EEKB Construction

**Hypothesis 3:** A knowledge base can be built in significantly less time using our knowledge acquisition algorithms as compared with subject matter experts.

The support for hypotheses one and two provide evidence that both automatic and human created knowledge bases are accurate. However, judging the efficiency of constructing a
knowledge base (whether it is done automatically or by hand) becomes difficult after considering some of the key variables in question. Our results show that the amount of construction done by a single student versus a single human expert is comparable (even though we would expect the expert to be slightly more efficient). We found that approximately 300 students can saturate an EEKB in merely one hour. Thus, if all those students are available at one time, the EEKB can be constructed very quickly. In addition, our analysis is slightly skewed in that the human constructed knowledge base is notably larger than the algorithmically constructed one. However, normalizing our human experts creation time for size still yields an advantage for implementing EEKB autonomous construction.

The strongest efficiency advantage arises because students outnumber teachers. We assume that the opportunity for parallelization exists equally within both groups. However, it is well known that in most academic settings, students do indeed outnumber teachers significantly. Thus we can strongly conclude that under the assumption that available students outnumber available teachers at somewhere close to a 15:1 ratio, constructing an EEKB using our approach is significantly more efficient. In addition to this, neither students nor teachers are asked to perform actions outside of their normal interactions. Students contribute to the knowledge base while simultaneously participating in a typical learning setting. Thus, we conclude that our approach is more beneficial than having experts construct knowledge bases by hand, even if doing so via an authoring tool.

\[16\] [http://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=28](http://nces.ed.gov/fastfacts/display.asp?id=28) provides statistics on student to teacher ratios. In public schools in 2009, the student to teacher ratio was 15.4
6.1.4 Hypothesis 4: Effect of Gaming Mechanics Within an ITS

**Hypothesis 4:** Gaming mechanics in an intelligent tutor (such as the patient treatment panel) lead to a higher quantity and quality of student input.

This hypothesis was intended to showcase basic effects that game mechanics can have on a student’s usage of an ITS. Game mechanics have been shown to lead to increased measures of presence along with heightened student engagement and motivation [58, 110]. Thus, it is sensible to infer that subtle aspects of ITS design might affect students’ ability to contribute to an EEKB.

We began by utilizing a very simple measure, the quantity of student input, between two experimental groups. We discovered that the group with additional game mechanics within Rashi produced significantly more data that could be utilized by our EEKB algorithm. Thus, these features can be utilized to help students work and learn with an ITS more effectively while also contributing more efficiently to generated expert models. It is important to note that this initial experiment only observes an increase in the quantity of input with no regard to its quality.

We then examined this hypothesis further by estimating grades for each student in the respective experimental groups. We were able to show that the student group provided with game mechanics not only contributed more information, but was also rated as
having higher quality\textsuperscript{17} information in their arguments. This is important because it helps reduce the evidence that games engage students more than do tutors without game mechanisms and thus students to enter more information, but that they do so with less accuracy. We found this difference to be statistically significant.

Also, there are additional ways in which Rashi may be able to increase this effect. The current Rashi interface is quickly becoming outdated, and the tools and interaction components feel old and rustic. An updated user interface along with increasingly stimulating interactions may help students contribute even more effectively. In addition, we plan to implement a final diagnosis component in Rashi that allows students to submit their final decision to the patient and provide a treatment plan. Student’s ability to perform this step well will help them earn points or promotions. Although these features would likely be beneficial, we do find that even the simple measures taken in the work described here proved effective, leading to both a significant increase in the quantity and quality of student work. Thus, we find strong support in favor of hypothesis 4.

6.1.5 Hypotheses 5 & 6: KRG Effects on EEKB Precision and Recall

\textbf{Hypothesis 5:} A Knowledge Refinement Game used by domain experts leads to 5-10\% increase in precision of the evolving expert knowledge base created by students.

\textbf{Hypothesis 6:} A Knowledge Refinement Game used by domain experts leads to 5-10\% increase in recall of the evolving expert knowledge base created by students.

\textsuperscript{17} Please see Chapter 4 for the definition of “higher quality” Rashi work. This is essentially our best estimate of the depth, breadth, and quality of a student’s argument on a Rashi case.
The evidence for these hypotheses provided mixed results, and seem to be highly dependent on the configuration of the KRG. We found in our initial experimentation that expert’s playing our knowledge refinement game led to lower quality in the final EEKB model. This result is unfortunate in that it provides evidence against the utility of such games, but also opens potential avenues of further exploration. We do not see any evidence that our KRG players were incapable of correctly judging the quality of EEKB entries. However, we did observe a noticeable quantity of entries in which experts misinterpreted their task only to accidentally lower the quality of an entry. We called these “broken entries” in which the player inadvertently removed the most pertinent information. These “broken entries” account for a significant percentage of the decreased EEKB quality (see chapter 5). When the features that led to these broken entries was removed, and our experiment re-issued, we found that KRG play led to a higher quality EEKB with respect to both of our metrics.

We do not believe that the nature of the removed question types within Dr. Doctor caused the EEKB models to decline in quality, but rather that the design of these features did not cultivate expert responses that took full advantage of their intention. A more carefully designed KRG could likely incorporate direct manipulation of node and relationship annotations, but would need to do so while carefully ensuring that any annotation change is not likely to lead to broken entries.
Thus, we conclude that the evidence collected provides a weak support of hypotheses five and six. We find evidence that having many experts play a knowledge refinement game leads to increased EEKB quality. However, this finding is highly dependent on the features of the KRG and how well they support players in providing quality feedback. For our studies, simplifying the interaction between the players and the KRG vastly improved the quality of the feedback, and thus the EEKB models.

6.1.7 Hypothesis 7: EEKB Misconception Rate

**Hypothesis 7:** Less than 5% of acquired student data is considered a mass misconception (for human biology Rashi use) as identified by a Knowledge Refinement Game.

When utilizing student input (rather than expert input) for generating models, it is natural to assume that student misconceptions may be interpreted by the model as true knowledge shared by many peers. The knowledge refinement game provided evidence for benefitting the EEKB and it also proved to be an effective tool for studying potential misconceptions. Experts used the KRG and rated student contributions as accurate knowledge or not. We determined that topics in the EEKB that both were high in confidence and were deemed inaccurate by experts could be interpreted as misconceptions. In practice, we found a very small presence of misconceptions (1.19 percent).
Thus, the EEKB is sufficiently void of misconceptions, providing evidence that student contributions are generally accurate. This is one hypothesis that seems more susceptible to variation based on the domain. It is possible that other domains may reveal higher misconception rates. However, we do find, at least in medical diagnosis, evidence that EEKB generation can be accomplished with a low misconception rate.

6.1.8 Conclusion

We thus conclude that the majority of our hypotheses have been given support from the evidence we have collected. We find that constructing an EEKB from student ITS data is efficient and that it can be produce a precise and suitably large knowledge base. In addition, we see that gaming mechanics within the source ITS can lead to improved student behavior and more efficient EEKB creation. We do find evidence that the knowledge refinement game provides a benefit to the quality of the EEKB, however this result is dependent on the KRG fostering quality expert feedback.

Table 6.1 summarizes the results of our analysis for this dissertation. This table provides a simplified view of our results by listing our hypotheses and simply displaying whether we found weak/strong support or refutation for each. We see that all of our hypotheses are supported, some more convincingly than others.

| Hypothesis 1: EEKB Precision | Strong Support |
| Hypothesis 2: EEKB Recall | Support |
| Hypothesis 3: Efficiency of EEKB Construction | Strong Support |
| Hypothesis 4: Effects of Gaming Mechanics | Strong Support |
| Hypothesis 5: KRG Effect on Precision | Weak Support |
| Hypothesis 6: KRG Effect on Recall | Weak Support |
| Hypothesis 7: EEKB Misconception Rate | Support |

Table 6.1: A simplified summary of our hypotheses and whether our experimentation supports or refutes them
We continue this chapter by discussing why it is sensible for ITS designers to incorporate EEKB generation technology into their systems. We then discuss a process for doing so, and then conclude the chapter with a discussion of the necessary future work.

6.2 Why Build an EEKB for an Intelligent Tutor?

We believe that there are three broad reasons why EEKB models should be a viable consideration for designers of intelligent tutoring systems. Firstly, they provide the domain-level model for enabling individualized coaching. Once an EEKB is developed, intelligent algorithms can be applied that utilize this model to provide students with individualized feedback. Experiments show that this coaching can lead to learning gains and increasingly positive student behavior [33]. This semantic coaching works by performing the following steps:

Detection: An intelligent coach that is monitoring a student’s actions detects the current focus of student work. This can be done in a variety of ways. Rashi does this by analyzing various textual inputs that students provide. This input is then matched to a particular concept within the EEKB. Detection thus allows the tutor to understand various aspects of a student’s focus. Namely, the tutor can understand concepts that are (or previously were) being explored by the student, as well as the concepts in which students have yet to perform.

Determining Optimal Related Concepts: The EEKB relationships are then useful for determining related concepts most near the student’s current focus. For example, if a student is studying the possibility that a
patient is ill with hyperthyroidism, then the coach can use the EEKB and its relationships to determine that particular blood tests are related to this concept. The coaching module can then determine that these concepts are the optimal concept for the student’s later exploration.

**Present Coaching to Students:** Once the previous two steps have been achieved, the tutor can present advice to the student, attempting to guide their behavior towards an optimal path. This can take many forms, and lessons in the field of HCI are surely applicable in how to present students with coaching suggestions. For example, one design decision is whether to actively engage (e.g., provide a popup window that interrupts students but ensures that they see the suggestion) or to passively suggest (e.g., provide a side panel that alerts students that advice is available without forcing them to acknowledge) this information to students.

The second reason why an EEKB is valuable is that it supports coaching in a similar fashion but within a collaborative setting. In this situation, the coach detects the focus of multiple students’ work. The second phase of coaching (to determine optimal related concepts) can be accomplished by exploring not only the semantic relations within the EEKB, but by also by considering the efforts of other students. This is an attempt to recognize situations in which pairs or small groups of students might benefit from collaborating. Thus, stage three above takes the form of suggesting to students that collaboration might be a strong choice of activity.

The third advantage of using an EEKB is that the model is naturally reflective of the student body that uses the related tutoring system. The EEKB begins as an empty model (0 nodes and 0 relationships) and grows in size as students contribute knowledge. This
knowledge that eventually fills the EEKB model is provided by the student body themselves. Thus, the EEKB is naturally relevant to the students (and those with similar characteristics) that contributed the knowledge.

The final argument for incorporating an EEKB is the ease with which it can be done. Deployment is domain independent, and thus can be a potential fit for any domain (see section 6.1.1 for an evaluation of various domains and relevant EEKB applicability). Our EEKB module (currently available only in Java) can be plugged into any tutoring system that supports Java or communication with Java. Developers will be able to use this module to construct EEKB models, save/load them to files, and even use a coaching module to provide dynamic feedback to students. A thorough description of the process of incorporating EEKB models into any project is described in section 6.2.7.

We now describe, in detail, the process for incorporating EEKB models into Intelligent Tutoring Systems that instruct in various domains.

6.3 A Process for Incorporating EEKB Intelligence into any Project

Incorporating an EEKB into an Intelligent Tutoring System is simple and requires very little configuration. The only true requirement for EEKB models to be effective in a particular domain is to establish how the inherent graph structure fits that domain. As long as this mapping can be established, then incorporating an EEKB into a project becomes straightforward.
In this way, EEKB incorporation is fully generalizeable. We simply download the EEKB generation module and incorporate it into an existing tutor, invoking relevant function calls. The summary of this process can be seen in Table 6.2. The configuration stage is the most relevant because users must establish what node types (hypotheses, data, etc) and relationship types (supports, refutes, etc.) are valid for the domain in question. This must be configured manually for each particular tutoring system. Once this is done, the user must also add relevant function invocations throughout the tutor’s code. This is represented step 3 in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step Number</th>
<th>Step Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Download</td>
<td>Download the EEKB generation Java module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Configure</td>
<td>In the module, establish node types; establish relationship types;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hook up</td>
<td>Invoke nodeEvidence(), relationshipEvidence(), saveEEKB(), loadEEKB(), etc. in your tutor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Use the tutor</td>
<td>Allow students to use your tutoring system normally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Refinement (Optional)</td>
<td>Use tools or knowledge refinement games to manually improve EEKB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Coach</td>
<td>Coach in the tutor uses EEKB to provide dynamic feedback to students.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Summary of process steps for incorporating EEKB into ITS project

We note that step four is the one step that developers of tutoring systems perform regardless of whether EEKB modules are incorporated. We now move through the steps in succession and describe, in detail, how to perform each step to set up an EEKB in any ITS project.
6.3.1 Download

This is the simplest of the steps. The code must be downloaded. The EEKB module is currently only available in Java\(^{18}\). It is advised that this module be incorporated as server side code, so that several students can contribute to one single EEKB. The code can be found at:

\[
\text{http://althea.cs.umass.edu/EEKB/EEKB.zip}
\]

Simply download this package, and incorporate the unzipped code into your project. The source code is provided so that necessary changes can be made.

6.3.2 Configure

Our EEKB module requires minimum configuration. The main aspect of the code that must be configured is the set of node types along with the set of relationship types. These can vary for different domains, and so it is important to choose these wisely. For our efforts in patient diagnosis, we chose the node types as follows:

\[
\text{NodeTypes} = \{ "Hypothesis", "Data", "Inference" \}
\]

You must also choose relationship types. This should be the total enumeration of all possible relationships between two nodes. For our purposes in patient diagnosis, we chose to use:

\(^{18}\text{www.java.com}\)
RelationTypes = { "Weakly Supports", "Supports", "Weakly Refutes", "Refutes", "Is Consistent With", "Is Not Consistent With", "Not Related To" }

This is the only necessary configuration. You are ready to add the EEKB code to your project by invoking some of its functionality.

6.3.3 Add Method Invocations

The next step is to add function invocations that create, modify, save, and load an EEKB within your project. There are five main pieces of code that must be added:

**Create an EEKB:** When your code loads up, it should create a new instance of an EEKB or load an existing EEKB from a save file (see LoadEEKB below). You can create an EEKB by simply creating a new instance of the EvolvingEKB object\(^{19}\).

**Invoke NodeEvidence() and RelationshipEvidence():** You must invoke these methods everywhere in your code that a student provides evidence that a certain topic or relationship may exist in your domain. For example, if a student has to type in a hypothesis somewhere, you might take their entry and pass it into the NodeEvidence() invocation. The EEKB takes care of the rest!

**Invoke SaveEEKB():** You must invoke this function to ensure that your EEKB is saved to a file and not lost when your tutor shuts down. Simply ensure that this function is invoked on your EEKB early and often.

\(^{19}\) See *EvolvingEKB.java* from within the code base for more information
Invoke `LoadEEKB()`: This function allows you to recover a saved EEKB from a file when necessary. This is most useful when restarting the application.

That is it! Once these invocations are in place, your system is ready to automatically construct an EEKB model directly from your student’s input.

6.3.4 Have Students use Tutor

This step is simply because it is necessary whether an EEKB is incorporated into the project or not. Simply have students use the software normally. As students work, the software will send their data into the node and relationship evidence methods and the EEKB model will be constructed automatically.

After this step, authors can optionally choose to refine the knowledge in any way they see fit. We do not provide details here of any refinement suggestions and do not currently have any plans to make our knowledge refinement game available for public use.

6.3.5 Refine the Knowledge

Once an EEKB model is generated automatically, it is important to refine the model in some way to ensure increasing robustness. We suggest doing so automatically by incorporating a system such as a knowledge-refinement game. If employed correctly, knowledge refinement games can provide a venue for simply submitting knowledge bases for automatic improvements. A well-designed KRG, that is domain independent can accept an EEKB as input, and employ players across the Internet to garner necessary
refinements. The result is a model with added value that can be applied to improve student learning.

We acknowledge that other approaches are available. Knowledge refinement is a more reasonable task than knowledge engineering, and thus in some situations performing this task by hand may be appropriate. However, this approach is certainly not scalable. Thus, automated approaches such as knowledge refinement games will provide a venue for quickly improving EEKB models of scaling size and complexity.

6.3.6 Coach Future Students

Once the EEKB is constructed and refined, it can be used to coach future students to improve their learning within an ITS. This involves using the coach to detect the topic of current student focus, and then utilizing the semantic relations of the EEKB to offer dynamic feedback. Our coaching module currently performs these tasks already. Those interested also have the option of implementing their own coaching module. See section 6.2 above for the high level overview on how the coaching module works. For more detail, see [117] for a strong resource on coaching in ill-defined domains.

6.3.7 What Fields will our Approach Work For?

EEKB models were originally designed for Rashi cases (specifically those in human biology), but are easily extendable to other domains. In fact, because Rashi is a domain-independent tutoring system, the EEKB naturally transfers to other domains quite easily. In general though, EEKB models match most perfectly with domains that can be
described as ill-defined [2, 3]. This means that problems within that domain generally do not have a purely correct or incorrect answer, but rather are based on the strength of a student's understanding of conceptual ideas.

EEKB models generally work best in ill-defined domains because these domains can usually be described succinctly as sets of nodes with relationships between them. Below are some examples of domains for which our approach should work well without any major complications:

**Law:** The law is naturally ill-defined and can be represented as a set of court cases, results, and bills (among others) along with the relationships between these topics. The relationship set could include semantic relationships such as supports, gives precedent to, etc. This EEKB would be useful for assessing a student’s area of focus and quickly discovering related items that are central to his or her goal. Some work on tutors in the domain of law can be found in [1][8].

**Art History:** The history of art is another ill-defined space that could benefit from an EEKB [33]. This domain can be represented as a set of features (e.g., impressionist), artists, art pieces, etc. along with the relationships among these (Vincent Van Gogh created the Mona Lisa). Tutors in this domain could provide guided explorations through this information in a natural and optimal way.

**Forestry:** This is an interesting domain that requires students to be able to analyze features of wooded areas to draw conclusions. For example, our Rashi case in forestry presents students with the results of a fire, and
students must collect clues and apply knowledge from forestry to piece together the fire’s cause.

**Psychology:** Similar to the patient diagnosis described in this work, psychologists could benefit from cases involving virtual people with mental afflictions. The student would need to diagnose the patient effectively. An EEKB defining symptoms, various afflictions, and their relationships would prove to be an invaluable resource for this exercise.

**Ethics:** Ethics is another ill-defined domain that can benefit from EEKB. In general, the domain might be structured as a set of potential, ethical viewpoints, or value systems and their relationships to one another.

There are many other fields for which our approach may prove useful including engineering, literature, history, or even poetry. However, it is important to note that not every domain is easily defined with an EEKB or similar model. In fact, many well defined fields such as mathematics and physics are so well defined that tutors may actually work best by utilizing other approaches [6, 15, 55, 56]. However, it is not inconceivable to imagine a system that constructs, say, domain level math hints by having students contribute their solutions to some kind of master knowledge base.

### 6.4 Future Work

This dissertation focused on the knowledge development stage in which students use an ITS and an EEKB is constructed from the data delivered during these interactions. Future work however will primarily focus on how the EEKB performs when scaffolding and guiding the behavior of future students. We are specifically interested in comparing
the quality of feedback given to students when the EEKB is utilized compared to the larger HEKB. Additionally, the input of future students can be used to continuously refine the EEKB data. We also hope to deliver EEKB models in practical settings for domains other than human biology.

The other aspect of our future endeavors will involve the improvement and re-testing of the knowledge refinement game. Many issues with the KRG design and implementation arose during our tests, and thus it is sensible to work to improve these flaws to judge whether a KRG is potentially useful for refining EEKB quality. We also hope to reissue the features that were removed from our more successful study in a way that leads to positive results.

6.4.1 Using the coach with the EEKB

Rashi’s coaching module is already implemented and uses an expert knowledge base to reason about a student’s optimal path through the software. We are interested in comparing the quality of feedback produced by a proposed coach when using a generated EEKB and compare this to similar feedback while using the HEKB. To measure this, we would probably employ feedback questions within Rashi that ask students to judge the quality of the feedback they are receiving. With two randomized groups, we could then compare the qualities of feedback between different backend models. We are not necessarily looking for the EEKB to outperform the HEKB in this case. It is sufficient for us to show that a generated EEKB performs equally to an HEKB because we have
shown in this dissertation that EEKB models can be built in vastly less time. Thus, equal performance would still be considered a strong result.

### 6.4.2 Continuing EEKB Refinement

Future work will also observe how EEKB refinement continues over multiple iterations of student usage. In particular, we hope to see the EEKB slowly and steadily gather increased precision and recall as additional students utilize it. In addition to this, we hope to implement in-time construction of an EEKB in Rashi. Currently, the data is poured into the software after students have used Rashi. This feature is a minor extension of the current framework, but would help to explore some additional issues. Namely, how well does an EEKB work if it is being amalgamated during student usage, and the coach is utilizing a nascent EEKB for its feedback? These issues and more can be explored in more depth once the EEKB is constructed in time.

We also note the presence of negative feedback loops, defined as pieces of information that are consistently contributed by student users, and then consistently removed by refinement technologies such as the KRG. This causes inefficiency in that the inaccurate information is contributed multiple times and must also be removed for each occurrence. Thus, simple extensions to our code base will ensure that inaccurate information is stored and not reinstated by future student contributions.
6.4.3 Extend to Other Domains

We hope to extend our efforts into other domains for several reasons. Firstly, providing evidence of EEKB quality in multiple domains helps strengthen the argument for their generic usage in ITS. In addition, we hope to provide evidence of the utility of our approach in multiple domains to encourage ITS designers to utilize EEKB models.

Rashi is already implemented as a domain independent inquiry tutor, and cases have been developed for several domains. These include art history, geology, forestry, and ethics. Thus, the path to EEKB development in these domains is straightforward. We merely need access to students to use these cases. If these students can be recruited, then we can begin to study how EEKB development occurs in domains other than patient diagnosis.

6.4.4 Establish Benchmark HEKB Models

One major problem with the development of EEKB models in other domains is our lack of HEKB models to which to compare them. Our human biology models developed by subject matter experts were sufficient for the studies within this dissertation, but most of our cases in other domains are lacking sufficiently robust HEKB models.

Thus, we believe it makes sense to develop HEKB models in any domain within we work as benchmark goals for judging the quality of future EEKB generation algorithms. In this way, competing improvements to our techniques presented here can be compared with a standardized method. We believe that if the field of ITS becomes serious about exploring
the processes presented in this dissertation, then benchmark knowledge bases will become key factors in improving the methodology.

6.4.5 Improving the Knowledge-Refinement Game

We observed negative results when analyzing KRG usage within the parameters of our initial study. We do not believe that this is due to a lack of sound theory. In fact, we believe that a relatively simply design problem led to these negative results, e.g., allowing experts to enter text phrases without understanding the requirements of the text phrases. Thus it is important for future work to focus on the potential improvements necessary to see positive (or improved) results from KRG usage. We do acknowledge that positive results were obtained when removing the features in question. However, we hope to find effective ways to incorporate the removed features.

Our successful design improvement was to give experts less control over the actual data stored within an EEKB entry and to eliminate the possibility of textual input into the KRG. Initially, we chose to allow experts to alter textual description of EEKB data directly in order to provide more clear and pithy data. Unfortunately, this led to many entries in which data became inadvertently useless and the original information was lost forever. This also led to decreases in our measures of EEKB quality. It is also important to note that the software potentially could have done more to prevent this effect. Perhaps the instructions could have been clearer, examples could have been provided, or basic bad responses could have been detected and avoided. One possibility that makes intuitive sense is to at least restrict an expert’s direct connection to this (textual?) data and allow
changes only through propositions that must be confirmed by other experts before being accepted permanently.

Lastly, the KRG’s game mechanics may not have succeeded in producing a fun atmosphere for casually contributing to the EEKB. In anecdotal conversations with the participant experts, we found that the game mechanics (although not detracting) did not really distract experts from the fact that they were answering long lists of questions. Additional features could make this more bearable.

6.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, this dissertation presents a novel approach to developing knowledge bases for use in intelligent tutoring systems. We present the concept of an evolving expert knowledge base (EEKB) that is constructed by observation of student work within an intelligent tutor called Rashi. We observe that the quality of this knowledge base is acceptably high and can be built with significantly more efficiency than by hand.

In addition, we explore the effects of game mechanics on various aspects of automatic knowledge base construction. Specifically, we find that game mechanics within an ITS lead students to contribute data that is both higher in quantity and quality, which in turn leads to more efficient EEKB construction. We also explore a novel type of game called a knowledge refinement game (KRG) in which expert game players refine EEKB entries. We find evidence that the KRG leads to an improved EEKB.
We conclude that it is sensible for developers of ITS to consider incorporating EEKB technology into current systems. By utilizing our modules, an ITS can obtain a domain model that can be used to scaffold and coach future students, leading to an overall increase in the efficacy of ITS technology.
APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

The following definitions reflect the intended use of these terms as they are employed throughout this document. In addition, this section is intended to help clarify the subtle differences between distinct but related terms.

**Artificial Intelligence (AI):** an active area of research that seeks to create machines and algorithms that showcase human intelligence.

**Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED):** an active area of research in which artificial intelligence techniques are applied to computer-based instruction.

**Authoring Tool:** An application that abstracts away the necessity for programming expertise, allowing the creation of content, models, or behavior for Intelligent Tutoring Systems.

**Competency Model:** a model within the Evidence Centered Design framework. Defines how the knowledge (or competencies) of a student is obtained.

**Computer Based Instruction (CBI):** the use of computer programs to teach or provide instruction within a particular domain.

**Constraint Based Tutor (CBT):** An ITS that offers models the constraints of the problem space without knowledge of acceptable solutions or solution paths.

**Crowdsourcing:** An active area of research and application in which large groups of anonymous contributors are invited to perform fractional portions of a larger task.

**Domain Independent Tutor:** An Intelligent Tutoring System that is generalized to instruct in a variety of domains.

**EEKB Precision:** A measurement of the degree to which an Evolving Expert Knowledge Base’s content is true. Defined by the percentage of an EEKB’s content that is also contained in a thorough Human Expert Knowledge Base for a particular domain.

**EEKB Recall:** A measurement of the breadth of an Evolving Expert Knowledge Base’s true content. Defined by the percentage of a Human Expert Knowledge Base’s content that a generated EEKB contains in a particular domain.
Evidence Centered Design (ECD): A framework for developing assessments based on models that define how evidence of student competence is gathered and interpreted.

Evidence Model: a model within the Evidence Centered Design framework. Defines how learner actions inform evidence of their knowledge.

Evolving Expert Knowledge Base (EEKB): An Expert Knowledge Base that adapts its content and structure dynamically as additional evidence of existing knowledge is presented. Thus an EEKB is an EKB with additional properties.

Expert System: A specific type of Artificial Intelligence that attempts to mimic the reasoning of a human specialist.

Expert Knowledge Base (EKB): A semantic representation of knowledge in a particular domain. A subject matter expert (SME) normally constructs this representation.

First Order Optimal Strategy (FOO): A game development term used to describe the most optimal sequence of actions for accomplishing the goals in a given game. A game can be considered ‘broken’ when this strategy is not one the designers of the game intended.

Games with a Purpose (GWAPS): An active area of research in which games are used to enlist players that provide information or perform otherwise tedious tasks.

Human Expert Knowledge Base (HEKB): An Expert Knowledge Base that was crafted by one or more subject matter experts, either via an Authoring Tool or by direct content creation methods.

Ill-Defined Problem Space: a problem space that lacks clarity in how solutions are explored, discovered, and assessed.

Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS): A CBI system that employs AI techniques to dynamically assess, scaffold, or adjust to an individual student.

Inquiry-Based Learning: An approach to learning that involves presenting realistic problems and scenarios along with a facilitator who guides the learning process as student opportunistically explore to develop knowledge or solutions.

Inquiry Phase: A characteristically independent stage of the inquiry learning process. These stages are no consistent among models but usually include such phases as ‘Developing Hypothesis’, and ‘Gathering Data’.
**Knowledge Base:** see *Expert Knowledge Base.*

**Knowledge Refinement Game (KRG):** Any application that motivates users with gaming mechanics and accepts user input for the purpose of altering the content and structure of an Expert Knowledge Base.

**Recommender System:** An information filtering system that attempts to rate or predict user preferences for an item currently unfamiliar to the user.

**Serious Games:** An active area of research in which games are implemented whose purpose is anything other than pure entertainment.

**Stealth Assessment:** A form of assessment that features an absence of student interruptions. Assessments are performed by modeling and observing student actions while using inference to judge student competency.

**Subject matter expert (SME):** a person who has authoritative knowledge on a certain domain, and shares this knowledge in order to create an expert model.

**Task Model:** a model within the Evidence Centered Design framework. Defines tasks that relate to the skills that must be ascertained.
APPENDIX B

EEKB SOURCE CODE
package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: Jul 3, 2012
 * Time: 1:52:19 PM
 * To change this template use File | Settings | File Templates.
 */

public class EEKBItem {

    //internal id of this item
    protected int id;

    protected EEKBItem(int id) {
        this.id = id;
    }

    public boolean isNode() {
        return this instanceof EEKBNode;
    }

    public boolean isRelationship() {
        return this instanceof EEKBRelationship;
    }

    public int getId() {
        return id;
    }

    public void setId(int newId) {
        this.id = newId;
    }
}
package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: May 22, 2012
 * Time: 11:57:00 AM
 * Our matcher uses this to return EEKBNodes as results along with their scores
 */

public class EEKBMatchResult {

private EEKBItem resultItem;

//the matching score of this node
private float score;

//constructor
public EEKBMatchResult(EEKBItem resultItem, float score) {
    this.resultItem = resultItem;
    this.score = score;
}

public String toString(){
    return resultItem.toString() + " with score: " + score;
}

public EEKBItem getResultItem() {
    return resultItem;
}

public float getScore() {
    return score;
}

}
package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

import org.apache.log4j.Logger;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.Analyzer;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.WhitespaceAnalyzer;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.StopAnalyzer;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.standard.StandardAnalyzer;
import org.apache.lucene.document.Field;
import org.apache.lucene.lucene.queryParser.QueryParser;
import org.apache.lucene.queryParser.ParseException;
import org.apache.lucene.search.*;
import org.apache.lucene.store.Directory;
import org.apache.lucene.store.SimpleFSDirectory;
import org.apache.lucene.util.Version;
import org.apache.lucene.index.IndexWriter;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.FileReader;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.StringTokenizer;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Scanner;

import edu.umass.ckc.rashi.ekb.IndexableProp;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: May 20, 2012
 * Time: 2:20:50 PM
 * To change this template use File | Settings | File Templates.
 */

public class EEKBMatcher {

    //path to where the index file should be built
    private static final String INDEX_FILE_PATH = "cachedResources/IndexFiles_EEKB";

    //this is the minimum score threshold, only matches with a score higher than this value are returned
    private static final double MATCH_SCORE_MIN = 3.0;

    //The analyzer that this matcher will use.  Choices include:
    //StandardAnalyzer
    //WhitespaceAnalyzer
    //StopAnalyzer
    //SnowballAnalyzer
    private Analyzer analyzer = new LuceneStopWordAnalyzer();

    //stop words that are not analyzed
    private List<String> stopWords;

    //the index writer
    private IndexWriter indexWriter = null;

    //variables used for searching
    private IndexSearcher searcher = null;
    private QueryParser parser = null;

    //the knowledge base that we want to be able to search through
    private EvolvingEKB knowledgeBase = null;

    //true iff a human will confirm the quality of a match
    private boolean humanConfirmMode = false;

    //Some static variables for scoring in human confirm mode
    private static int numCorrectMatches = 0;
    private static int numIncorrectMatches = 0;
    private static int numCorrectIgnores = 0;
    private static int numIncorrectIgnores = 0;

    //constructor
    protected EEKBMatcher(EvolvingEKB evolvingEKB){
    }
```java
private void setupSearcherAndParser(){
    try{
        //setup the searcher and parser
        searcher = new IndexSearcher(new SimpleFSDirectory(new File(INDEX_FILE_PATH)));
        parser = new QueryParser(Version.LUCENE_30, "data", analyzer);
    } catch(Exception e){
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
}

protected void rebuildIndex(EvolvingEKB evolvingEKB){
    //clear the index directory
    clearIndexDirectory();
    //System.out.println("Rebuilding index");
    //System.out.println("EEKB Node size: "+ evolvingEKB.getNodes().size());
    //System.out.println("EEKB Rel size: "+ evolvingEKB.getRelations().size());
    this.knowledgeBase = evolvingEKB;
    try{
        indexWriter = new IndexWriter(new SimpleFSDirectory(new File(INDEX_FILE_PATH)), analyzer, IndexWriter.MaxFieldLength.UNLIMITED);
        ArrayList<EEKBNode> nodes = knowledgeBase.getNodes();
        ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> relations = knowledgeBase.getRelations();
        //for each node, create a document and index it!
        for(EEKBNode node: nodes){
            Document doc = new Document();
            //strip all non-characters from the data field
            String data = stripNonCharacters(node.getData());
            data = this.stripStopWords(data);
            doc.add(new Field("id", ""+node.getId(), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.NOT_ANALYZED));
            doc.add(new Field("data", data, Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.ANALYZED));
            //doc.add(new Field("fromNodeData", rel.getFromNode().getData(), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.ANALYZED));
            //doc.add(new Field("toNodeData", rel.getToNode().getData(), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.ANALYZED));
            doc.add(new Field("type", "Node", Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.NOT_ANALYZED));
            indexWriter.addDocument(doc);
        }
        //for each relationship, we do the same
        for(EEKBRelationship rel: relations){
            Document doc = new Document();
            //strip all non-characters from the data field
            String data = stripNonCharacters(rel.toString());
            data = this.stripStopWords(data);
            doc.add(new Field("id", ""+ rel.getId(), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.NOT_ANALYZED));
            doc.add(new Field("data", data, Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.ANALYZED));
            //doc.add(new Field("fromNodeData", rel.getFromNode().getData(), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.ANALYZED));
            //doc.add(new Field("toNodeData", rel.getToNode().getData(), Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.ANALYZED));
            doc.add(new Field("type", "Relation", Field.Store.YES, Field.Index.NOT_ANALYZED));
            indexWriter.addDocument(doc);
        }
        indexWriter.close();
    } catch(Exception e){
```
/*
*    Searches the EEKB for a match
*       @param searchType: the type of object that is required (e.g. "Node" or "Relation")
*       @param confirmMathes: whether or not the matches should be verified by a human
*    */
protected ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult> performSearch(String queryString, String searchType){
  try{
    //setup the searcher variables that are required
    setupSearcherAndParser();
    //trim off characters that are not useful for searching
    queryString = stripNonCharacters(queryString);
    queryString = stripStopWords(queryString).toLowerCase();
    //the list of hits that we will eventually return
    ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult> toReturn = new ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult>();
    if(queryString == null || queryString.equals("")){
      return toReturn;
    }
    //create the query and run the search
    Query query = parser.parse(queryString);
    TopDocs hits = searcher.search(query, 10);
    //move through the returned hits, and convert them back into EEKBNode objects
    for (ScoreDoc scoreDoc : hits.scoreDocs ) {
      Document doc = searcher.doc( scoreDoc.doc );
      if(doc.get("type").equals("Node") && searchType.equals("Node")){
        EEKBNode matchingNode = knowledgeBase.getNodeFromId(Integer.parseInt(doc.get("id")));
        if(matchingNode != null && !containsResult(toReturn, matchingNode) && scoreDoc.score > MATCH_SCORE_MIN){
          //create a match result for this node and score
          EEKBMatchResult matchResult = new EEKBMatchResult(matchingNode, scoreDoc.score);
          toReturn.add(matchResult);
        }
      } else if(doc.get("type").equals("Relation") && searchType.equals("Relation")){
        EEKBRelationship matchingRel = knowledgeBase.getRelationById(Integer.parseInt(doc.get("id")));
        if(matchingRel != null && !containsResult(toReturn, matchingRel) && scoreDoc.score > MATCH_SCORE_MIN){
          //create a match result for this node and score
          EEKBMatchResult matchResult = new EEKBMatchResult(matchingRel, scoreDoc.score);
          toReturn.add(matchResult);
        }
      }
    }
    //here we ask the user if the match is indeed correct
    Scanner userInput = new Scanner( System.in );
    if(toReturn.size() > 0){
      //show the user the two things that were "matched"
      System.out.println("Searched For: " + queryString);
      System.out.println("Found: " + toReturn.get(0).getResultItem().toString());
      //first create the scanner
      Scanner userInput = new Scanner( System.in );
      if(userInput.nextLine().equals("yes"){  //yes
        //user says yes, we trust the user
        System.out.println("confirmed"");
      } else if(userInput.nextLine().equals("no"){  //no
        //user says no, we ask for more information
        System.out.println("ask for more information");
      } else {  //unknown
        System.out.println("unknown");
      }
    }
  }
  searcher.close();
if(humanConfirmMode &
if(humanConfirmMode && queryString.indexOf("supports")!=-1 &
if(humanConfirmMode && queryString.indexOf("refutes")!=-1){
  //here we ask the user if the match is indeed correct
  Scanner userInput = new Scanner( System.in );
  if(userInput.nextLine().equals("yes"){  //yes
    //user says yes, we trust the user
    System.out.println("confirmed"");
  } else if(userInput.nextLine().equals("no"){  //no
    //user says no, we ask for more information
    System.out.println("ask for more information");
  } else {  //unknown
    System.out.println("unknown");
  }
}
//get the user's input
System.out.println("Is This correct?");
int input = userInput.nextInt();
System.out.println(" ");
if(input==0)
    numIncorrectMatches++;
else if(input==1)
    numCorrectMatches++;
System.out.println("Stats so far:");
System.out.println("Correct matches: " + numCorrectMatches);  
System.out.println("Incorrect matches: " + numIncorrectMatches);  
System.out.println("Correct Ignores: " + numCorrectIgnores);  
System.out.println("Incorrect Ignores: " + numIncorrectIgnores);  
System.out.println("Total: " + (numCorrectMatches + numIncorrectMatches + numCorrectIgnores + numIncorrectIgnores) + ");
else{
    //get the user's input
    System.out.println("Is This correct?");
    System.out.println(" ");
    int input = userInput.nextInt();
    System.out.println(" ");
    if(input==0)
        numIncorrectIgnores++;
    else if(input==1)
        numCorrectIgnores++;
}
/*else{

    System.out.println("No match found for: " + queryString);
    //get the user's input
    System.out.println("Is This correct?");
    System.out.println(" ");
    int input = userInput.nextInt();
    System.out.println(" ");
    if(input==0)
        numIncorrectIgnores++;
    else if(input==1)
        numCorrectIgnores++;
}
*/

//return the list of matches
return toReturn;
}
catch(Exception e){
e.printStackTrace();
return null;
}
}

public void setHumanConfirmMode(boolean value){
    humanConfirmMode = value;
}

private String stripNonCharacters(String input){
    if (input != null && input.length() > 0){
        String propToMatch = input;
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("!" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\(" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\)" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\?" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\*" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\:" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\[" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\]" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\^" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("=" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("-" ," ");
        propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("_" ," ");
    }
    return propToMatch.replaceAll("\"" ," ");
}
312:     return propToMatch;
313: }  
314:  
315: return "";
316: }   
317: 
318: //function that tests if a node is already in a given list of results (arraylist contains method is not enough)
319: private boolean containsResult(ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult> matches, EEKBItem newMatch){
320:     
321: //loop through the matches
322: for(EEKBMatchResult curMatch: matches){
323:     //if the id's are the same then return true
324:     if(curMatch.getResultItem().getId() == newMatch.getId())
325:         return true;
326: }
327:  
328: return false;
329: }
330:  
331: private void clearIndexDirectory(){
332:     File directory = new File(INDEX_FILE_PATH);
333: 
334: // Get all files in directory
335: 
336:     File[] files = directory.listFiles();
337:     for (File file : files)
338:         {
339:             
340:                 // Delete each file
341:             
342:             if (!file.delete())
343:             {
344:                 // Failed to delete file
345:                 System.out.println("Failed to delete " +file);
346:             }
347:         }
348:  
349: }
350:   
351: //this method strips stop words and very small words (2 chars or less) from the input
352: private String stripStopWords(String input){
353:     StringTokenizer tokenizer = new StringTokenizer(input, " ");
354:     String result = "";
355:     
356: while(tokenizer.hasMoreTokens()){
357:         String token = tokenizer.nextToken();
358:         token = token.toLowerCase();
359:         if(!this.stopWords.contains(token) && token.length() > 2){
360:             result += token + " ";
361:         }
362:     }
363:     
364: return result;
365: }
366: 
367: private static List<String> readStopWordsFromFile(String path){
368:     try {
369:         List<String> stopWords = new ArrayList<String>();
370:         File f = new File(path);
371:         
372: Scanner scanner = new Scanner(new FileReader(f));
373:         while (scanner.hasNext()) {
374:             stopWords.add(scanner.nextLine());
375:         }
376:         return stopWords;
377:     }
378:     catch (Exception e){
379:         return new ArrayList<String>();
380:     }
381: 
382: public static List<String> getDefaultStopWords(){
383:         return readStopWordsFromFile("etc/DefaultStopWords.txt");
384:     }
package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

import org.jdom.Element;
import org.jdom.Attribute;
import java.util.List;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: Apr 6, 2012
 * Time: 11:13:18 AM
 * This class is represents a generic proposition that can be entered into
 * out evolving expert knowledge base.
 */
public class EEKBNode extends EEKBItem{

    //INSTANCE PROPERTIES
    //--------------------------------------------------------------------

    //The data associated with this proposition
    private String data;
    //display data if different than the data above
    //sometimes we want to use longer data to display (this var) and shorter data to search on
    private String displayData;
    //the type of node this represents
    private EEKBNodeType nodeType;
    //the confidence with which this node is "true"
    private double confidence = 10;
    private static final int MAX_CONFIDENCE = 100;
    public boolean Found = false;
    //--------------------------------------------------------------------

    //CONSTRUCTORS
    public EEKBNode(String data, String displayData, EEKBNodeType type, int id){
        super(id);
        this.displayData = displayData;
        this.data = this.stripNonCharacters(data).toLowerCase();
        this.nodeType = type;
    }
    public EEKBNode(String data, EEKBNodeType type, int id){
        super(id);
        this.data = data;
        this.displayData = data;
        this.nodeType = type;
    }
    private EEKBNode(){
        super(-1);
    }

    //increases the confidence of this node
    public void increaseConfidence(){
        this.confidence += 3;
        //if the confidence is now more then the max, then reset it to the max
        if(this.confidence > MAX_CONFIDENCE){
            this.confidence = MAX_CONFIDENCE;
        }
    }

    //gets an XML representation of this node
    protected Element toXML(){
        //make an element for this object
    }
Element nodeElement = new Element("EEKBNode");

//add the id as an attribute
nodeElement.setAttribute(new Attribute("id", "" + id));

//add the data, nodeType, and confidence as subElements
nodeElement.addContent(new Element("data").setText(data));
nodeElement.addContent(new Element("displayData").setText(displayData));
nodeElement.addContent(new Element("nodeType").setText(nodeType.toString()));
nodeElement.addContent(new Element("confidence").setText("" + confidence));

//return this node element
return nodeElement;

protected static EEKBNode fromXML(Element nodeXML){
    try {
        //create an empty node
        EEKBNode newNode = new EEKBNode();

        //read the id from the attribute of the nodeXML
        newNode.setId(nodeXML.getAttribute("id").getIntValue());

        //get the data, nodeType, and confidence of this xml node from the children
        newNode.setData(nodeXML.getChildText("data"));
        newNode.setDisplayData(nodeXML.getChildText("displayData"));
        newNode.setNodeType(EEKBNodeType.stringToNodeType(nodeXML.getChildText("nodeType")));
        newNode.setConfidence(Double.parseDouble(nodeXML.getChildText("confidence")));

        //return the node
        return newNode;
    }
    catch(Exception e){
        e.printStackTrace();
        return null;
    }
}

/*
 * Makes a deep clone of this node
 *
 * 
 */
public EEKBNode clone(){
    //new node
    EEKBNode newNode = new EEKBNode();

    //The data associated with this proposition
    newNode.data = this.data;

    //display data is copied over
    newNode.displayData = this.displayData;

    //the type of node this represents
    newNode.nodeType = this.nodeType;

    //the confidence with which this node is 'true'
    newNode.confidence = this.confidence;

    return newNode;
}

public void copy(EEKBNode otherNode){
    this.id = otherNode.id;

    //The data associated with this proposition
    this.data = otherNode.data;

    //display data is copied over
    this.displayData = otherNode.displayData;
public String getData() {
    return data;
}

public void setData(String data) {
    this.data = data;
}

public EEKBNodeType getNodeType() {
    return NodeType;
}

public void setNodeType(EEKBNodeType nodeType) {
    this.nodeType = nodeType;
}

private void setConfidence(double confidence) {
    this.confidence = confidence;
}

public double getConfidence() {
    return confidence;
}

public String toString() {
    return displayData;
}

public String getDisplayData() {
    if(displayData != null && displayData.length() > 0)
        return displayData;
    return "";
}

public void setDisplayData(String displayData) {
    this.displayData = displayData;
}

private String stripNonCharacters(String input) {
    if (input != null && input.length() > 0){
        String propToMatch = input.trim();
        if (propToMatch.length() > 0){
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\^", "\^");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\*", "\*");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\{", "\{");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\}", "\}");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\^", "\^");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\*", "\*");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\{", "\{");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\}", "\}");
            return propToMatch;
        }
    }
    return "";
}
package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: Apr 6, 2012
 * Time: 11:42:31 AM
 * To change this template use File | Settings | File Templates.
 */

class EEKBNodeType {
    public static EEKBNodeType stringToNodeType(String type) {
        type = type.toLowerCase();
        if (type.equals("hypothesis"))
            return hypothesis;
        if (type.equals("data"))
            return data;
        if (type.equals("inference"))
            return inference;
        return null;
    }
}

public class EEKBRelationship extends EEKBItem {

    // INSTANCE PROPERTIES
    // --------------------------------------------

    private EEKBNode fromNode;
    private EEKBNode toNode;

    private EEKBRelationshipType relType;

    private double confidence = 10;

    private static final int MAX_CONFIDENCE = 100;

    public boolean Found = false;

    public EEKBRelationship(EEKBNode from, EEKBNode to, EEKBRelationshipType relationshipType, int id) {
        super(id);
        fromNode = from;
        toNode = to;
        relType = relationshipType;
    }

    private EEKBRelationship(int id) {
        super(id);
    }

    // increases the confidence slightly
    protected void increaseConfidence() {
        this.confidence += 3;
    }

    // gets an XML representation of this node
    protected Element toXML() {
        // make an element for this object
        Element nodeElement = new Element("EEKBRelationship");

        // add the data, nodeType, and confidence as subElements
        nodeElement.addContent(new Element("id").setText("" + id));
        nodeElement.addContent(new Element("fromNodeId").setText("" + fromNode.getId()));
        nodeElement.addContent(new Element("toNodeId").setText("" + toNode.getId()));
        nodeElement.addContent(new Element("relationshipType").setText(relType.toString()));
        nodeElement.addContent(new Element("confidence").setText("" + confidence));

        // return this node element
        return nodeElement;
    }

    // convert relationship xml into a relationship object... not sure if this works :)
//need a reference to the eekb and its nodes in order to do this
protected static EEKBRelationship fromXML(Element relationXML, EvolvingEKB eekbRef){
    try {
        //create an empty node
        EEKBRelationship newRel = new EEKBRelationship(-1);

        //pull to and from node id's out of xml and look the nodes up in the eekb
        EEKBNode fromNode = eekbRef.getNodeFromId(Integer.parseInt(relationXML.getChildText("fromNodeId")));
        EEKBNode toNode = eekbRef.getNodeFromId(Integer.parseInt(relationXML.getChildText("toNodeId")));

        //set the id
        newRel.setId(Integer.parseInt(relationXML.getChildText("id")));

        //set the to and from nodes
        newRel.setFromNode(fromNode);
        newRel.setToNode(toNode);

        //get the relType and confidence
        newRel.setRelType(EEKBRelationshipType.getRelTypeFromString(relationXML.getChildText("relationshipType")));
        newRel.setConfidence(Double.parseDouble(relationXML.getChildText("confidence")));

        //return the node
        return newRel;
    } catch (Exception e){
        e.printStackTrace();
        return null;
    }
}

public EEKBRelationship clone(){
    //make a new rel
    EEKBRelationship newRel = new EEKBRelationship(this.getId());
    newRel.setFromNode(this.fromNode.clone());
    newRel.setToNode(this.toNode.clone());

    //relationship type
    newRel.relType = this.relType;

    //confidence that this relationship is "true"
    newRel.confidence = this.confidence;

    return newRel;
}

public void copy(EEKBRelationship otherRel){
    this.fromNode.copy(otherRel.fromNode);
    this.toNode.copy(otherRel.toNode);
    this.relType = otherRel.relType;
    //this.confidence = otherRel.confidence;
}

public EEKBNode getFromNode() {
    return fromNode;
}

public void setFromNode(EEKBNode fromNode) {
    this.fromNode = fromNode;
}

public EEKBNode getToNode() {
    return toNode;
}
public void setToNode(EEKBNode toNode) {
    this.toNode = toNode;
}

public EEKBRelationshipType getRelType() {
    return relType;
}

public void setRelType(EEKBRelationshipType relType) {
    this.relType = relType;
}

public double getConfidence() {
    return confidence;
}

public void setConfidence(double confidence) {
    this.confidence = confidence;
}

public String toString() {
    return fromNode.getDisplayData() + " " + relType + " " + toNode.getDisplayData();
}
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/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: Apr 6, 2012
 * Time: 11:49:51 AM
 * To change this template use File | Settings | File Templates.
 */

public enum EEKBRelationshipType {
    supports, refutes, weaklyRefutes, stronglySupports, isConsistentWith, nuetral, unknown, almostTheSame, none;

    //this function takes in a relationship type as a string and converts it to the enumeration
    //version of itself.
    public static EEKBRelationshipType getRelTypeFromString(String relType){
        relType = relType.toLowerCase();
        if(relType.equals("supports")&&!relType.equals("is consistent with")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.supports;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("refutes")&&!relType.equals("is consistent with")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.refutes;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("is inconsistent with") || relType.equals("is consistent with")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.isConsistentWith;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("neutral") || relType.equals("nuetral")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.nuetral;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("weakly refutes") || relType.equals("weakly refutes")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.weaklyRefutes;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("strongly supports") || relType.equals("strongly supports")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.stronglySupports;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("unknown")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.unknown;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("is almost the same as")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.almostTheSame;
        }
        else if(relType.equals("none")){
            return EEKBRelationshipType.none;
        }
        else{
            System.out.println("WARNING in EEKBTester.getRelTypeFromString: trying to convert a relationship type that does not exist: " + relType);
            return EEKBRelationshipType.supports;
        }
    }
}


package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;
import edu.umass.ckc.rashi.ekb.ExpertKnowledgeBase;
import edu.umass.ckc.rashi.Matching.Matcher;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileWriter;
import org.jdom.Element;
import org.jdom.Attribute;
import org.jdom.Document;
import org.jdom.output.XMLOutputter;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: Apr 6, 2012
 * Time: 10:44:51 AM
 * To change this template use File | Settings | File Templates.
 */
public class EvolvingEKB {
    //INSTANCE PROPERTIES
    //A set of nodes for this Evolving EKB
    private ArrayList<EEKBNode> nodes;
    //a set of relationships between these nodes
    private ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> relations;
    //matcher used for determining if a new addition to this
    //knowledge base is already present
    private EEKBMatcher matcher;
    //This object is used to create unique Identification Numbers for new elements
    private IDTracker idTracker;
    //the output filename and possible extensions for saving this EEKB
    private static final String SAVE_FILE_NAME = "dataFiles/EEKB_Output/EvolvingEKB";
    private static final String SAVE_DATA_EXTENSION = ".dat";
    private static final String SAVE_XML_EXTENSION = ".xml";
    //the minimum confidence that must be reached for an element to be accepted in the final EEKB
    private static final int CONFIDENCE_THRESHOLD = 15;
    //counts the total pieces of evidence considered
    private int evidenceCount = 0;

    //The target domain (Arguably not necessary here may add later)!

    //constructor
    public EvolvingEKB(){
        nodes = new ArrayList<EEKBNode>();
        relations = new ArrayList<EEKBRelationship>();
        idTracker = new IDTracker();
        matcher = new EEKBMatcher(this);
    }

    //version that does not accept the display data variable
    public int nodeEvidence(String nodeData, EEKBNodeType type){
        return this.nodeEvidence(nodeData, nodeData, type);
    }
}
public int nodeEvidence(String nodeData, String displayData, EEKBNodeType type){
    this.evidenceCount++;

    //if we believe this data is already in the EEBK
    if(this.alreadyContainsData(nodeData)){
        //get the node that is already present
        EEKBNode presentNode = this.getTopNodeSearchResult(nodeData);
        //if the new node has a more succinct description, then use that instead
        /*if(nodeData.length() >=3 && nodeData.length() < presentNode.getData().length()){
            //overwrite the data and display data with the new stuff
            presentNode.setData(nodeData);
            presentNode.setDisplayData(displayData);
        } */
        //System.out.println("Found a match! Combining: " + nodeData + " with " + presentNode.getData());
        //Only combine these nodes if their types are the same
        if(presentNode.getNodeType() == type){
            //increase this nodes confidence
            presentNode.increaseConfidence();
            //rebuild the search index
            matcher.rebuildIndex(this);
        }
    }
    //get a new id num
    int idNum = idTracker.getNextAvailableIDNumber();

    //setup the node
    EEBKBNode newNode = new EEBKBNode(nodeData, displayData, type, idNum);

    //add this node to the list of nodes
    this.nodes.add(newNode);
    //rebuild the search index
    matcher.rebuildIndex(this);

    return idNum;
}

public void relationshipEvidence(int from, int to, EEKBRelationshipType relType){
    //for now, let's just print out the evidence that comes in
    //System.out.print("NEW RELATIONSHIP: " + from + " --> " + to);
    this.evidenceCount++;

    if(!this.alreadyContainsRelationship(getNodeFromId(from), getNodeFromId(to), relType)){
        //get a new id num
        int idNum = idTracker.getNextAvailableIDNumber();

        //create a new relationship node
        EEBKBRelationship newRelation = new EEBKBRelationship(getNodeFromId(from), getNodeFromId(to), relType, idNum);

        //add this node to the list of nodes
        this.relations.add(newRelation);
    } else {
        //get the matching relationship
        EEBKBRelationship rel = this.getTopRelSearchResult(getNodeFromId(from), getNodeFromId(to), relType);
        //increase its confidence
        rel.increaseConfidence();
    }
}
rel.increaseConfidence();
}
matcher.rebuildIndex(this);

//This function searches our set of nodes and attempts to find the one that
//has the given nodeId
public EEBKNode getNodeFromId(int nodeId){
    for(EEBKNode node: nodes){
        if(node.getId() == nodeId){
            return node;
        }
    }
    System.out.println("WARNING in EvolvingEKB.getNodeFromId: Cannot find node with id "+ nodeId + ". Returning 'null' by default");
    return null;
}

public EEBKRelationship getRelationById(int relationId){
    for(EEBKRelationship rel: relations){
        if(rel.getId() == relationId){
            return rel;
        }
    }
    System.out.println("WARNING in EvolvingEKB.getRelationById: Cannot find relation with id "+ relationId + ". Returning 'null' by default");
    return null;
}

//This function takes in an EEBK Node and returns all of the relationships that are
//associated with that node
private ArrayList<EEBKRelationship> getAllRelationsForNode(EEBKNode node){
    ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> toReturn = new ArrayList<EEKBRelationship>();
    for(EEBKRelationship rel: relations){
        if(rel.getFromNode().getId() == node.getId() || rel.getToNode().getId() == node.getId()){  
            toReturn.add(rel);
        }
    }
    return toReturn;
}

//This function takes in an EEBK Node and returns all of the relationships that are
directed TO the node
private ArrayList<EEBKRelationship> getRelationsToNode(EEBKNode node){
    ArrayList<EEBKRelationship> toReturn = new ArrayList<EEKBRelationship>();
    for(EEBKRelationship rel: relations){
        if(rel.getToNode().getId() == node.getId()){  
            toReturn.add(rel);
        }
    }
    return toReturn;
}
protected ArrayList<EEKBNode> searchForNode(String nodeData, boolean useMatcher) {
    nodeData = this.stripNonCharacters(nodeData).toLowerCase();

    //the list that will be returned
    ArrayList<EEKBNode> toReturn = new ArrayList<EEKBNode>();

    //search through our current set of nodes
    for (EEKBNode node: nodes) {
        //if node data is the same as the parameter, then return the found node
        if (node.getData().toLowerCase().equals(nodeData)) {
            toReturn.add(node);
            return toReturn;
        }
    }

    //if the user wants to use the matcher, then we attempt to do a smarter search
    if (useMatcher) {
        //use our matcher to find potential nodes within the EEB that match this new piece of data
        ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult> matches = matcher.performSearch(nodeData, "Node");

        //if there is more than one match, then we return something
        if (matches != null && matches.size() > 0) {
            //add every match to the list and return the list
            for (EEKBMatchResult match : matches) {
                toReturn.add((EEKBNode)match.getResultItem());
            }
            return toReturn;
        }
    }

    return null;
}

//overwritten method, uses the matcher by default
protected ArrayList<EEKBNode> searchForNode(String nodeData) {
    return this.searchForNode(nodeData, true);
}

protected EEKBNode getTopNodeSearchResult(String nodeData) {
    ArrayList<EEKBNode> matches = this.searchForNode(nodeData, true);

    if (matches != null && matches.size() > 0) {
        return matches.get(0);
    }

    return null;
}

protected EEKBRelationship getTopRelSearchResult(EEKBNode from, EEKBNode to, EEKBRelationshipType type) {
    ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> matches = this.searchForRelationship(from, to, type);

    if (matches != null && matches.size() > 0) {
        return matches.get(0);
    }

    return null;
}

//Returns true if we think that nodeData is already represented in our EEB
protected boolean alreadyContainsData(String nodeData) {
    return this.searchForNode(nodeData) != null;
}

//Returns true if we think that nodeData is already represented in our EEB
protected boolean alreadyContainsData(String nodeData, boolean useMatcher) {
    return this.searchForNode(nodeData, useMatcher) != null;
}
// Function searches for a given relationship in our EEBK and returns if we think it already exists
protected ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> searchForRelationship(EEKBNode fromNode, EEKBNode toNode, EEKBRelationshipType relType, boolean useMatcher) {
    ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> toReturn = new ArrayList<EEKBRelationship>();
    // the simple part, loop through our relationships and see if this one exists already!
    for (EEKBRelationship relation : relations) {
        if (fromNode.getId() == relation.getFromNode().getId() && toNode.getId() == relation.getToNode().getId()) {
            // System.out.println("Found relationship match!");
            if (! (relType == relation.getRelType())) {
                // System.out.println("But the types are different!");
            }
            toReturn.add(relation);
        }
    }
    // if it is not found the easy way, then we try to use the matcher
    if (useMatcher) {
        // a dummy relation
        EEBKBRelationship dummy = new EEBKBRelationship(fromNode, toNode, relType, -1);
        // System.out.println("Performing search for: " + dummy.toString());
        ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult> matches = matcher.performSearch(dummy.toString(), "Relation");
        // System.out.println("Searching for relationship for: " + dummy.toString());
        if (matches != null && matches.size() > 0) {
            for (EEKBMatchResult match : matches) {
                toReturn.add((EEKBRelationship) match.getResultItem());
            }
            // return the top match
            return toReturn;
        }
    }
    return null;
}

protected ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> searchForRelationship(EEKBNode fromNode, EEKBNode toNode, EEKBRelationshipType relType, boolean useMatcher) {
    return this.searchForRelationship(fromNode, toNode, relType, true);
}

protected EEBKBRelationship searchForRelationship(String relString) {
    // pass it into the matcher
    ArrayList<EEKBMatchResult> results = matcher.performSearch(relString, "Relation");
    // see if there are any results
    if (results.size() > 0) {
        // return the first one
        return (EEKBRelationship) results.get(0).getResultItem();
    }
    // return null if the matches are empty
    return null;
}

protected boolean alreadyContainsRelationship(EEKBNode fromNode, EEKBNode toNode, EEKBRelationshipType relType, boolean useMatcher) {

//return true iff our search returns something
return searchForRelationship(fromNode, toNode, relType, useMatcher) != null;
} 

//function returns true iff we believe that the given relationship already exists.
protected boolean alreadyContainsRelationship(EEKBNode fromNode, EEKBNode toNode, EEKBRelationshipType relType){

//return true iff our search returns something
return searchForRelationship(fromNode, toNode, relType) != null;
} 

//Prints out the EEKB!
public void print(){

System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");
System.out.println("PRINTING EEKB");
System.out.println("Total Nodes: "+ nodes.size());
System.out.println("Total Relationships: "+ relations.size());
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");

for (EEKBNode node: nodes){

//print out the node
System.out.println(node.toString());

//get the relationships associated with this node
ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> rels = getRelationsToNode(node);

//if there is at least one relationship going TO this node, then print it out
if (rels.size() > 0){

//print out all of relationships going TO node
for (EEKBRelationship rel: rels){
System.out.println(""+ rel.toString());
}
System.out.println("\n");
}
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");

public void printNodes(){

System.out.println("PRINTING EEKB Nodes");
System.out.println("Total Nodes: "+ nodes.size());
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");

for (EEKBNode node: nodes){

if (!node.Found)

//print out the node
System.out.println(node.getId() + " : "+ node.toString());
}

public void printRelations(){

System.out.println("PRINTING EEKB Relations");
System.out.println("Total Relations: "+ relations.size());
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");
System.out.println("------------------------------------------------");

for (EEKBRelationship rel: relations){

if (!rel.Found)

//print out the relationship
System.out.println(rel.getId() + " : "+ rel.toString());
}
```java
if (!rel.Found) {
    // print out the node
    System.out.println(rel.getId() + ": " + rel.toString());
}

/*
 * Returns the size of this EEKB
 * */
public int getSize()
{
    // return number of nodes + number of relations
    return nodes.size() + relations.size();
}

// Saves the EEKB to an external file
public void saveEKB()
{
    try {
        // Create file
        FileWriter fstream = new FileWriter(SAVE_FILE_NAME + SAVE_XML_EXTENSION);
        BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(fstream);
        XMLOutputter serializer = new XMLOutputter();
        serializer.output(this.toXML(), out);
    } catch (Exception e) {
        // Catch exception if any
        e.printStackTrace();
    }
}

/*
 * Converts this knowledge base to xml
 * */
private Document toXML()
{
    // make an element for this knowledge base
    Element eekbElement = new Element("EvolvingEKB");
    // for every node, add a new xml element for that node
    for (EEKBNode node: nodes) {
        eekbElement.addContent(node.toXML());
    }
    // do the same for every relationship
    for (EEKBRelationship relation: relations) {
        eekbElement.addContent(relation.toXML());
    }
    // return the xml
    return new Document(eekbElement);
}

public static EvolvingEKB fromXML(Document xml)
{
    if (xml == null) {
        System.out.println("xml Document is null!");
    }
    // create the eekb that will be returned...eventually
    EvolvingEKB eekb = new EvolvingEKB();
    // get the root element and loop through its children
    Element root = xml.getRootElement();
    System.out.println("Processing Nodes");
    // for each EEBNode child
    for (Object nodeChild: root.getChildren("EEKBNode")) {
        // construct the node from the xml
    }
```
EEKBNode newNode = EEKBNode.fromXML((Element)nodeChild);

//add it to the eekb
eekb.nodes.add(newNode);

System.out.println("Processing Relations");

//now we do the same for relationships
for(Object relChild: root.getChildren("EEKBRelationship")){
  //construct the rel
  EEKBRelationship rel = EEKBRelationship.fromXML((Element) relChild, eekb);

  //add it if the relation type is not "none"
  if(rel.getRelType() != EEKBRelationshipType.none &\& rel.getRelType() != EEKBRelationshipType.nuetral) eekb.relations.add(rel);
}

System.out.println("done");
System.out.println("num nodes: " + eekb.getNodes().size());
System.out.println("rel nodes: " + eekb.getRelations().size());

//return the eekb
return eekb;

/**
 * This function returns a copy of this EEKB with only high confidence nodes included
 * the confidence threshold is defined by the private final int CONFIDENCE_THRESHOLD
 */
public EvolvingEKB getAcceptedKnowledgeBase(){

  //first create a new EEKB
  EvolvingEKB highConfKnowledge = new EvolvingEKB();

  //go through the nodes of this EEKB and add high confidence ones to the new EEKB
  for(EEKBNode node: nodes){
    //if the confidence is high enough
    if(node.getConfidence() >= CONFIDENCE_THRESHOLD){
      //add the node to the new EEKB
      highConfKnowledge.nodes.add(node.clone());
    }
  }

  //now we go through every relationship
  for(EEKBRelationship relation: relations){
    //if this relations and its corresponding nodes have high enough confidence
    //then we include it
    if(relation.getToNode().getConfidence()>=CONFIDENCE_THRESHOLD &\& relation.getFromNode().getConfidence()>=CONFIDENCE_THRESHOLD){
      //add it
      highConfKnowledge.relations.add(relation.clone());
    }
  }

  highConfKnowledge.rebuildSearchIndex();
  return highConfKnowledge;
}

private void rebuildSearchIndex(){
  matcher.rebuildIndex(this);
}

/**
 * This function reverts the data from this EEKB to match an older one.
 * used for the KRG analysis that required human data content changes to be reverted
 */
public void revertContentChanges(EvolvingEKB originalEEKB){

//loop through the nodes
for(EEKBNode node:nodes){
    //if a node with this id is in the original
    EEBKNode originalNode = originalEEKB.getNodeFromId(node.getId());
    if(node.getId()==28)
        System.out.println("Stop");
    if(originalNode!=null)
        node.copy(originalNode);
}

//now for the relations
for(EEKBRelationship rel:relations){
    EEBKRelationship originalRel = originalEEKB.getRelationById(rel.getId());
    if(originalRel!=null)
        rel.copy(originalRel);
}

//GETTERS AND SETTERS
protected ArrayList<EEKBNode> getNodes() {
    return nodes;
}
protected ArrayList<EEKBRelationship> getRelations() {
    return relations;
}
public int getEvidenceCount(){
    return this.evidenceCount;
}
public void setHumanConfirmMode(boolean value){
    matcher.setHumanConfirmMode(value);
}

private String stripNonCharacters(String input){
    if (input != null && input.length() > 0){
        String propToMatch = input;
        if (propToMatch.length() > 0){
            propToMatch = propToMatch.trim();
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("!", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\(", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\)", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\?", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\*", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll(":\", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\[", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\]", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("\^", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("=", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("-", "");
            propToMatch = propToMatch.replaceAll("_", "");
        }
        return propToMatch;
    }
    return "";
package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

/**
 * Created by IntelliJ IDEA.
 * User: mfloryan
 * Date: May 19, 2012
 * Time: 10:45:13 AM
 * This class tracks the internal IDs of nodes in the EEKB, can return
 * the next available ID whenever necessary
 */

public class IDTracker {

    //The next available identification number for EEKB elements
    private int nextAvailableId = 1;

    //empty constructor
    public IDTracker(){
    }

    //Returns the next available ID number for EEKB Elements
    public int getNextAvailableIDNumber(){
        int toReturn = nextAvailableId;
        nextAvailableId++;
        return toReturn;
    }
}

package edu.umass.ckc.rashi.eekb;

import org.apache.log4j.Logger;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.*;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.standard.StandardFilter;
import org.apache.lucene.analysis.standard.StandardTokenizer;
import org.apache.lucene.util.Version;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.FileReader;
import java.io.Reader;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.HashSet;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Scanner;

/**<p>
* User: dragon
* Date: Jan 25, 2010
* Time: 2:34:28 PM
*/
public class LuceneStopWordAnalyzer extends Analyzer {
    static Logger logger = Logger.getLogger(LuceneStopWordAnalyzer.class);
    private HashSet stopTable;
    private List<String> stopList;

    public LuceneStopWordAnalyzer() {
        super();
        stopList = new ArrayList<String>();
        stopTable = new HashSet(StopFilter.makeStopSet(stopList));
    }

    public TokenStream tokenStream(String s, Reader reader) {
        TokenStream result = new StandardTokenizer(Version.LUCENE_30, reader);
        result = new StandardFilter(result);
        result = new LowerCaseFilter(result);
        //false means we are not "recording removed stop words" per Lucene 3.0 api
        result = new StopFilter(false, result, stopTable);
        //result = new ConflationMapping(caseResourcePath, result);
        result = new PorterStemFilter(result);
        return result;
    }

    private static List<String> readStopWordsFromFile(String path) {
        try {
            List<String> stopWords = new ArrayList<String>();
            File f = new File(path);
            Scanner scanner = new Scanner(new FileReader(f));
            while (scanner.hasNext()) {
                stopWords.add(scanner.next());
            }
            return stopWords;
        } catch (Exception e) {
            logger.error("In LuceneStopWordAnalyzer.readStopWordsFromFile: Error loading from path - "+ path);
        }
        return new ArrayList<String>();
    }

    public static List<String> getDefaultStopWords() {
        return readStopWordsFromFile("etc/DefaultStopWords.txt");
    }
}
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